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A. Objectives:

Preliminaries

To help studonts understand the process of dofining terms,

the procedures and difficulties

To lead students to an understanding of linguistic operations

To help students discover some of the bases for their

intuitions concerning language

To show students that language involves systems of sounds

and symbols

To help students understand the concopt of fora and position

classes

To help studonts understand the difforence between lexical

and grammatical moaning

To suggest solutions to some usage problems

B. A. Note to the Teachor

This unit is planned to complement the grammar which high school students

already knows, and genorally to onrich the understanding they have of their

language. The material is not primarily designed as an introduction to .the

parts of speoch.

Explanations and oxorcisos are comprehensive; they can be adapted for use

in long or short unite. For example, material can be used in the following

ways: (1) In an honors section it can bo used as enrichment preparation for

further study of language in collage. (2) It can be used in conjunction with

tho assay of dofinition, a standard assignment in senior English. Sao III, E and

F. (3) Certain material might be adapted for use with remedial students.

CO Some can bo used to illustrate the transition of English from a highly

inflected language to a word order language in which a tow inflections remain
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as form class markers. (Soo the History of the Language units) (5) Because

the approach to tho parts of speech in this unit is similar to the approach

used by many teachers of foreign language, the two methods can be used to

reinforce one another. (6) Although most of the exercises are not usage-

directed, some of the material can aid the student in making appropriate choices

in his handling of tho language.

III E and III F, a study of definition, can be used in their entirety.

They are included, however, only to illustrate two methods of using this material

in a senior English class. III Al a diagnostic test, can be ndrOnistered at the

beginning and/Or end of the unit to illustrate to the students certain inadequacies

of traditional terminology, to help the teacher plan the comprehensiveness of

the unit, and/or to serve as an evaluative device.

Because it is highly unlikely that this entire unit would be taught at the

senior high school level, it is not divided into daily or weekly lesson plans.

Materials here are designed to be adapted, supplemented, and compressed as

the individual teaching situation requires. The entire unit, or parts of the

unit, can be used (1) preceding or following a unit on syntax, (2) after a

unit on phonology, (3) in an honors senior English class, (4) as enrichment

for superior students.

3-k
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II. Parts of Speech

A. introduction

As we begin our study of parts of speech let's abandon the notion that

lexical, or dictionary, meanings of words arc useful in establishing the

differences among the various parts of speech. Take, for example, the verbs

move and assist. If we define those words by their lexical =rings, as our

more traditional grammar would do it, we would call them "action words."

Movement and assistance. express action too, but they are not verbs. So,

while these four words express a kind of common meaning, action, this moaning

is too general to be of much use to us.

Since wo will no longer define parts of speech by their lexical meanings,

we'll have to look for something else. Move and assist are alike in that they

occur in a number of positions in English sentences. They will both fill the

blank space in

Let's Lot's move. Let's assist.

and in He'll He'll move. He'll assist.

and in We -ed: We moved. We assisted.

Thus, we will say that those two "pattern" in the same way. We also notice

that movement and assistance will not pattern in the three positions occupied

by move and assist because they are differentiated from them by the endings

-ment and -ance.

This leads us to the second criterion for identifying parts of speech, their

suffixes, or endings. We'll discuss these more fully later on, but. lot's turn

to an example for a moment. Think about the blank space in

This is
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We can fill this blank with adjectives like warm or ddigulous or with nouns

like warmth oT ridiculousness. Thus, wo call this position shared because it

can be filled by both adjectives and nouns. The three positions above occupied

by mot's and assist are unshared since they can bo filled only by verbs.

In a shared position we cannot identify by position alone the part of

pooch that fills it. The words that fill this position must bo identified

in some other way such as by the noun endings -th on warmth and -was on

ridiculousness.

Sometimes we can identify parts of speech by the small words like to, a,

the, rax, that go with thorn.

So far, thou, we have mentioned three criteria for identifying parts of

speech: position in a pattern, endings, and recognizable small words which aro

called structuro fjords.

The discussion to thiil point can be sumnarized by considering this sentence:

The murning crannols stolled.over to the rix and burfed morgously.

Can you name all the parts of speech in this sentence? Consider the grammatical

sisals of position in a pattern, word endings, and. recognizable small words

a5 you answer the following questions.

1. What words do you immediately recognizo?

2. What is the subject?

3. Is this a sontenco?

4. Is there a verb? If so, how can you identify it?

5. Are thorn any adverb ideas of time, placo, or manner?

6. How many parts of speoch'can you identify by endings?

7. How zany parts of speech can you identify by word order?

8. Do recognizable small words help in identifying sentence elements?
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9. What is the "tone" of this group of words? Happy or sad?

10. What words have sounds that suggest a "tone" or line of action?

11. Substitute real words for the nonsense ones. Be sure that the substituted

words have the proper endings.

Before we go on to discuss parts of speech we must consider one more feature

of description. As you pmnsed the nonsense sentence above, you came across

the pattern
The murning crannels

Quite clearly we have here tho sequence "article-modifier-noun." The

position occupied by murning is shared, e.g., we can place in this position

the adjective round, the verb burning, or the noun stone.

the round house
the burning house
the stone house

Each of the underlined words is a different part of speech, yet each

performs the modifying function of an adjective. Accordingly, we will call all

words and word-groups that occur in the position before a noun and after an

article galegulagA Now wo are using one word, adjective, plus the suffix

-al, to describe a position class. The suffix -al added to adjective, adverb,

wilily or verb makes a word which describes the position, class of

words or word-groups that fill shared positions. One more example will suffice:

Consider the following pattern:

are hungry.

The blank space is filled by the subject. Usually, the subject of a sentence

is a noun:
E2Eg arc hungry.

But this position can be filled by larger constructions such as "article

plus noun":

* The term "verbal" as used here does not carry the conventional
meaning of participial or infinitive forms. Bather, it refers to words
occurring in verb position. Since the verb position is an unshared position,
every word in verb position is simultaneously a verb mod a verbal.

The does are hungry.
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or by an "article plus adjoctivo":

The poor are hungry.

or by a much larger word group:

All tho little. old. brown dope are hungry.

Sometimes a verb is the subjoct of a sentence:

aiming is fun.

Ono way of describing the subjoct of a sentonco, then, be it noun,

article plus noun, article plus adjective, larger word group, or a verb, is

to ,call the subject a maga. Nominal moans: "Any word or word-group

filling a shared position most frequently occupied by a noun."

Word Classes,

If we consider English words on the basis of their pattorning, the positions

thoy occupy in English sentences, we can divide them into fcur largo groups

'and several smallor ones. The words in the four larger groups are ofton

identified as belonging to a particular group by their endings, e.g., nouns

take plural el verbs tako :kg, adjectives and adverbs take =9,15 and etc.

Bemuse of theft, and many other distinctive features of form, we will call

nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs ilmisgaggLimagA Form class words not

only have distinctive formal they also have lexical moaning when they stand alone.

In addition to the form classes, our languago has a largo number of other

words. The function of these words is to connect the form class words and to

oxpand and combine English sentence patterns in various ways. We will call

those words structure words. Unlike form class words, structure words usually

do not have lexical meaning. They have no meaning until they occur in English

sentences.
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Consider this group of words; each has a kind of ninimal significance.

bus, on, to, went, the, home, hiss=

Let's pull from this group the words with the most obvious lexical meanings:

bus, wont, home, man

The words with the least lexical significance remain:

on, to, the, his

Now let's put the words with lexical meaning, the form class words, into an

order that suggests a sentence moaning :

man went home bus

A sentence begins to form. Bat mewed the structure words to connect the form

class words and make a graimatical sentence:

The raan wont to his home on the bus.

Form class words, thonsaro nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.

Structure words are prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, qualifiors,

noun determiners (artiolos), and pronouns.
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II B. The Noun

A noun by definition is usually said to be the name of a person, place

or thing; however, this definition of the English noun is a classic of

circularity. Since mun means name, the definition amounts to a name is a

name. To rectify this, grammarians have amplified it with enumerations and

examples. One extended definition is:

A noun is a "name" of a person (girl, man, lady, Bill, Tom, Oscar

Hammerstein, Amelia Earhart), place (city, town, ocean, hills, the

Green Mountains, Chattanooga, Isthmus of Panama, Like Ontario), thing

(table, book, automobile, tooth, chalkboard, U.S.S. George Washington,

United States Building), event (hike, race, assassination, earthquake,

election, promotion, Olympics), or concept (justice, love, charity,

goodness, evolution, accomplishment). Certain kinds of nouns based

on verbs designate actions ("His running," "Her writing," "Their
swimming," "The dog's barking"); verbal nouns ending in the suffix

=Um are called gerundq.

This type of definition could be extended indefinitely to include most of

the lexicon, obviously "an exercise in futility." Classification of the

elements of the universe may be a study for the geographer, physicist,

chemist, and oven the psychologist, but it is hardly the proper study for

the grammarian. Rather than a lexical definition, a descriptive definition

of a noun helps us to understand more about nouns and how they operate in

English sentences.

Descriptive definition of the noun:

1. Inflections to signal plural (- (o) s), possessive (-Is), and plural

possessive (-0) may be considered proper to nouns.

2. Derivational suffixes (-tion, -nob -al, -ant, -mcce, ity, - ship,

-uro, and others) may be considered noun markers.

3. Determiners such as thev giant nE, lom, our, their, may be considered

noun markers.
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4. Position in a sentence in relation to other words like verbs and

other parts of speech helps us to identify nouns.

We can speak about this "description of nouns" as "noun signals" and talk

about them as form (numbers 1 and 2 above), structure words or determiners

(number 3), and position (number 4). The three signals of nouns, therefore,

are:

1. form
2. structure Words
3. position

Form: Inflectional suffixes

As a form class most nouns change in the same way, and we call these

changes inflectional suffixes (endings). When a word changes form

(boy, boys), the change is known as inflection. As we have noted,

nouns change forms to indicate singular and plural or to show possession.

Derivational suffixes, which also aro a change in form, will be discussed

later.

Consider the following list of words and writo their plural forms; note the

kinds of endings needed to indicate more than one.

Singular Plural

1. pencil
2. bus
3. lady
4. tomato
5. piano
6. nan
7. loaf
8. child
9. deer
10. moasles
11. clothes
12. anger
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Look at the words lqgx, noasles, clothes, armor. Which of these words would

fit into the following slot?

(The)* is dangerous.

Some are dangerous.

*The use of the is optional.

It is obvious that all nouns do not change in the same way to form their

plurals. The following list and categories should give you a good idea of

the ways in which nouns take inflectional suffixes to form their plurals.

Fill in the plural form in the space provided.

a. Most nouns add an "s" to form the plural:

Sin Lar Plural

pencil

paper

book

seat

chair

b. Nouns ending in /s/, /ch/, /g/, /0/, /z/ add "es" to the singular

to form the plural.

ZEE=
bus

watch

fox

brush

quiz

Plural



c. Nouns ending in /y/ change if the /y/ is preceded by a consonant;

the /y/ is changed to oi" and "es" is added.

Singular Plural

lady

baby

army

berry

trophy

d. To form the plurals of nouns ending in "o" add

Singular Plural

hero

"OSin

11

potato

tomato

Negro

e. Musical terms follow the general formation of the plural by simply
adding "s."

Singular Plural

piano

basso

soprano

alto

banjo

f. The following words retain the same letter in tho final position;

howl:wort they indicato their plural forms by an internal vowel change.

Singular Plural

man

mouse

foot

tooth
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g. Nouns onding in "f" or "fe" take "vos" to form their plural:

gialla Plural

loaf

loaf

knife

life

b.. Some nouns form their plurals by adding "on":

Singular

child

Plural

ox

i. Some nouns have the sane form for singular and plural:

door

salmon

shoop

Chinese

Japanese

spocios

j. Other nouns onding in ifs" are plural in moaning:

clothes
Thoso words pattorn with

pants
tho plural form of verbs.

scissors

k. Foreign words ending in "us" take "i" in tho plural:

alumnus t

stim ulu s
+ "i" = Plural Form

Foreign words onding in "um" take "a" in tho plural:

datum + "a" = Plural Form
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1. Some nouns are used only in the singular form these are usually
called "uncountable" nouns. Those nouns are not procodod by a or an
and generally do not occur in plural forms. Tho following lists are
the common categories in which uncountable nouns occur:

Gases: Fluids:

hydrogen water
oxygon oil
nitrogen milk
air soup
amok° ink

M4terials with
JParticlos too
Small to Count

dirt
dust
flour
salt

grass
hair
rico
sand

AcgOomic Studios

chemistry
economics
mathomatics
Physics

atujona:
electricity
heat
darknoso
sunshino
weather

Atetractiapf ethers,

bravery advico
courago ignorance
happiness intelligence
honesty knowledge
lovo trouble

n. Nouns which are plural (collective) in moaning but singular in form
are called "mass nouns." These words can add "s" for a socondary
plural:

fruit

water

ton

hundred

people

fish

Thoso words, except in special circumstances, pattern with
singular verbs.

Fish is sorvod on Friday.

The fish aro biting.

Various kinds of fishes wore displayed.
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A, Work Shoot for Teaching Possessives

Nouns are inflected to show ownership; the signal is the apostrophe.

To avoid awkward "of" phrases, such as: "the book of my father,"

English provides us with the convenient altornativo "'v father's book."

The following four catogorios illustrate the use of the apostrophe.

Road the examples and expand the list in each class. From your observation

of those words and tho placement tho apostrophe, fora four general guide-

lines for the use of the apostrophe to form the possessive.

I. 1. girl's book (The book belonging to one girl)
2. boy's book
3. Sam's book
4. Jane's book

II. This group is different from the preceding because it ends in "s" although
it too is singular.

1. Mr. Jones' car (ono porson, named Jones)
2. James' car
3. Thomas' car

III. These nouns are plural., but they do not end in "s"; however, they do
resemblo the first group because possession is shown by adding an
apostropho and an "A"

1. firemen's pay (the pay of several firemen)
2. childron's pay
3. fathers-in-law's jobs (two or more fathers)

IV. The last category of the possessive case is plural nouns which end in "s."

10 soldiorel pay (the pay of several soldiers)
2. ladies' pay
3. boys' pay
4. doctors' pay

Now compare those formations and categorize the distinctions which govern
the position of the apostrophe.

Sing. _Poss. Ppral Poss.

1. girl's book 3. non's pay

2. Thomas' book 44 girls' books
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Form:

Derivational Suffixes

Nouns are also idontifiod by derivational suffixes, which added to verbs,

adjectives, and other nouns mark these words as nouns.

Words like "survivo" and "vain" can pattern like nouns. When we speak

of the quality abstractly as it applies to one man, we would add ity to

"vain" and speak of "vanity."

The vanity of this man is well known.

Other adjectives change in this way also:

good - goodness

bettor - betterment

kind - kindness

The verb "survive" patterns and changes like a verb:

survive - survived - survived

When we speak of "the survival of the fittest," the derivational suffix al

and the determiner the clearly mark the word as a noun. Note also that as a

noun, "survival" can be inflected as other nouns and take a plural.

Such survivals are rare.

Some con= noun derivational suffixes are:

-tion -acy -ant pence -mont -ade

-age -ure -cry' -ship -noes -ity

-dom -sion -hood

Although these suffixes have moaning, and you will find them listed in the

dictionary, you know that they cannot stand alone and must be joined with other

forms. This necessary relationship classifies those derivational suffixes as

"bound forms."



Compose a list of verbs, adjectives and nouns; wing tho list of derivational

suffixes, give the appropricto noun forms.

Example:

Verb Sul= Noun

achieve -mont achievement

Adioctive

bottor -nent betterment

Noun

brother -hood brotherhood

As you have noticed by making a list using derivational suffixes, a

groat many words are flexible because they can reeve from one class to another.

Once you understand fully this flexibility, you will realize how unsatisfactory

it is to categorize a word by a rigid dofinition. Therefuros in defining

'"noun)' several factors must bo considered. Tho position of a word in a

sentence is obviously one; but it is not absolute and cannot bo the sole

criterion. The may possible endings a word can take, both inflectional and

derivational suffixes, and the ways in which a word can be patternod with

determinors help us to determine its use as a noun in a sentence.

Proper Nouns:

The convention in English is to capitalize all proper nouns; capitalization

alerts the reader to the particular use of tho capitalized word. Some proper

nouns pattern with determiners, while others do not. After reading the following

sontencos, make some observations, intuitively, about the difforences between those

nouns preceded by determiners and those which are not.

Now York hails Queen Mary. Paris is the city of lights.

Now York hails the Queen Mary. The Paris of the South is Now Orleans.

Mark Twain was familiar with the Mississippi, but he did not live in

Mississippi.

Construct a list of proper nouns in which the determiner the removes the ambiguity.

Example: Tho Ohio - a river ; Ohio - a state

iL,_
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II C. The Verb and Auxiliaries

The English verb is not simple to describe or undorstand. Whole books

have been written about it. All teachers haw boon plagued by students' prob-

lems of agreement, unnocossary tense shifts, and parts of verbs used as main

verbs. The fact that problems like those have persisted through multitudes

of themes suggests that wo should try a somewhat different approach to under-

standing how our language operates. One thing is quite certain: we cannot

afford to avoid talking about the verb, for not much can be said or written

without it.

Traditionally, the verb has boon dofinod as a word that "shows action

or state of being." Tho problem with this definition is that many words that

are not verbs have some olomont of action in then. For example, az whisper,

walk, &Az, although thoy oxpress action, can also bo usod as nouns. How

then can wo bost.desoribo the class of words called verbs?

VERBS: FORMAL CHARACTERISTICS

Inflectional Suffixes and Tenses

You have already learned that nouns have inflectional endings or suffixes

for plural and for singular and plural possessive forms. You know that most

verbs have a base (as print) to which certain endings are addod to change

the grammatical but not the lexica al or dictionary meaning of the word. Most

verbs have four inflectional endings, each of which helps to signal a certain

principal (or other) part of the verb. Any word, to meet the test of a verb,

must fit at least three of the slots of tho. verb paradigm.

Study for formal characteristics of the verb meander, in those sentences:

1. Momentarily I manda.



la. Ho will moandor,

20 Hap the Hound moanders regularly.

3. Usually I am meandoring.

4. Yesterday I meandergg across town.

5. I havo meandered through the meadow many times.

18

5a. Ho had moandorod too many miles befeie ho realized the time.

5b. Tim will have meandered too near the pond before you will roach him.

The verb meander in the first sentence is the uninflected form of the word.

Although the atom form does not always oxpross present time in a sentence, it

does express the present in sentence number 1. In contrast arc these uses:

Examplos: I practice on Mondays.

He travels to Canada every summor.

Tomorrow I shop for food.

Tho uninflected form is also used with auxiliaries (structure words) shall and

will to denote simple future. (Soo la.) Tho inflectional suffix =I in

sentence number 2 signals a third person, singular number noun or pronoun

occurring with a present tons° verb: Kg mogndqrs. (You have now learned three

uses of the -s inflectional suffix as a form class signal.) Tho =1111 ending

in sontonco number 3 is called the prosont participlb aiding. It is never

usod alone as a main or full verb. Usually procodirg it are such structure

group words as is, mg, mul mu, etc., to carry tense meaning. writing,

was listening, will be canooinc, are called progressive forms because they show

action continuing in the present, future, past. Tho 4=2g suffix in number 4

is the simple tens© ending.

You have just reviewed briefly the forms and meanings of the simple tonses

in English. Tho throe porfoct tomes denote time previous to tho time of one

of the simple tonsoi. Read sentence number 5. Notice that the auxiliary
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have (MO combines with the -ed ending or past participle form to express

present rorfoct time or tine provious to the present. The auxiliary had

combines with the samo verb form to express time earlier than some past time.

This is called md Dorfoet. The structure words shall have and will hax2

combine with the past participle form to express future arsgt time or time

earlier than some future time.

EXERCISE 1. Fill in the following verb paradigm. The model using tho verb
walk will direct you.

STEM THIRD
UNINFLECTEn PRES. PERSON

FORM ART SING
PAST PAST
T S PART.

walk walking Witlks

1. help

2. clean

3. gather

4. bloom

5. livo

walk walkA

You recall that verbs whose past tense and past participle form' do not

change are called regular mtg. Those verbs whose past tense and past

participle forms are difforont are called irroRular mks To which group

do the five verbs in Exorcise 1 belong?

EXERCISE 2. Tho stems in the lofthand column are those of irregular verbs.
Fill in the paradigm and bo ready to oxplain what each inflectional ending denotes.

STEM: .THIRD
UNDIFLECTED PRES. PERSON PAST PAST

FORM PAREs.....ADMILLAUDA.....TPAL...1:022.............

1. sloop sleeping sloopS slept slept

2. croup

3. kneel
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4. stand

5 bgy

6. catch

7. think

8. break

9. drink

10. say

11. give

12. swim

13. sing

14. drive

15. know

Most of the verbs have four forms in the above paradigm (other than the atom).

What ones have fewer forms? Does each form havo a specific job?

TO REMEMBER: Only words that fit at least three slots of the verb

paradigm ar, verbs.

MO= AUXILIARIES

Wo have soon that the prosont participle, -igg form, combinos with one of

the forms of bo to make a full verb. The part participle combines with have,

has, or had, and somotimos the omphatic do, (does), or did are auxiliaries.

Examples: is specking
are speaking
was/Wero speaking

has spoken
have spoken
had apokon

do spook
does speak
did speak

In addition to those auxiliary verbs which act as verb markers helping to

denote tense are the modal auxiliaries. They do not have principal parts;

hence they do not fit the verb paradigm. This small group contains structure

words which carry some lexical meaning, and although they do not always express



time, thoro is some implication of futurity bran of them.

EXERCISE 3. Without usinc a dictionary, write a word or phrase of dofin-

ition of each of these modal auxili:tricse

may can will shall would

might could must should ought (to)
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If you found that you could not do the whole exercise without a dictionary,

consult one now.

EXERCISE 4. Use each of the modal auxiliaries in a sentence, keeping in rind

the meaning of each cno.

In addition to functioning as auxiliaries in a st.ntonce, Nohave, and do

are sometimes main or full verbs.

Auxiliaries Full Verbs

Examplos: I am roading. He is a prisoner.

He has gone. She has a banjo.

She does want you. We dc the raking togother.

EXERCISE 5. Underline the auxiliarios in these sentences.

1. Herbort has a motorcyclo.

2. Ho could have been injured.

3. You ought to have answered the lotter.

4. Bill did the assignment.

5. I do leave every day at five.

6. Sho must be informed.

7. Susan has boon olocted.

8. They aro calling for help.

9. The conmittoo had met.

M. The two captains were arguing.
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The two verb markers which wo have discussed so far--the inflection and

the auxiliaryaro the most important sierras of verbs. The other markers are

dorivativo affixos, stress suporfixoa, and position.

Derivational Affixes

In addition to having inflectional endings and auxiliaries that serve

au verb markers, some verbs have derivational suffixes (and a few have pre-

fixes) that distinguish thorn as verbs. The most common ones aro :12., .120,

-ato, -en, and the prefix on-.

EXERCISE 6. Add the derivational suffix to thaso adjectives to form verbs.

1. pure 3. solid 5. satisfactory 7. mystical 9. pacific

2. beautiful 4. specific 6. vile 8. intone° 10. electric

Add to this group throe verbs with the dx ending added to bound forms

(parts that are not used alone to form words).

Examples: stultify; moglift

1. 2. 3.

EXERCISE 7. Another derivational suffix often used with nouns (and sometimes

with bound stoma and adjectives) to form verbs is the -ize suffix.

Add the suffix -17,e to these nouns to form verbs.

1. civilization 3. summary 5. satire 7. standard 9. criticism

2. analysis 4. mesmerism 6. idol 8. deputy 10. synthesis

Add the -izo suffix to three bound forms to make verbs.

$xamplos: ostracize; organize,

1. 2. 3.

EXERCISE 8. The on suffix is added to acme nouns, ono-syllable adjectives, and

some bound stems.
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Examples: IggrLmh, soften, hastaq

Build five verbs with noun, adjective, or verb stems and the suffix.

1. 2. 3. 5.

EXERCISE 9. Think of bound stems or nouns to which the suffix -ate is added

to form verbs. Write the verbs.

Examples& bikjaarlq, eauivocatol jamg....h.latg, operate

1. 2. 3.

The prefix snm. (em-, variant form) is added to many words to form verbs:

embezzle, emOark, encamp, ggado

EXERCISE 10. List ton verbs which have been formod by adding the prefixal:

to nouns, other verbs, verb or adjoctivo stems.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Less frequently used verbs than those we have been describing are the

verbs built with the 112:: prefix added to nouns and other verbs: kkairsb,

11221422,12141112

gliabagtrmations: Homophones, Agontives; Stress and Functional Shift

Words in the English language which are spelled and pronoun ©d alike are

called homophones. Some of these aro nouns and verbs. They must be seen or

hoard fn context to be understood.

EXERCISE 11. Use the following words first as nouns, then as verbs.

1. cable 3. chant 5. set 7. gorge 9. function

2. picture 4. measure 6. couch 8. feature 10. garden
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Our language is rich with nouns that have the -er suffix. When the suffix

is dropped, we usually have a verb. Examples: farmer - farm singer - sing;

intom)r:ator (or variant) - interrogate. Does a plumber aBLIM This process

is called back-formation.

EXERCISE 12. Write ten verbs formed in this way from nouns.

A few words in our language have only .a slight change in spelling

and/or pronunciation as they move from noun to 'verb form class.

Examples: house /s/ sibilant voiceless for noun and voiced for verb

mouth frh/ fricative voiceless for noun and voiced for verb

Can you think of others?

Other words signal a shift from one form class to another by a shift in

the primary stress and sometimes a change in a vowel sound.

d'

Examples: convert "n) convert (v) ; elaborate /ilaeb rit/ (adj.)

/e

elaborate /ilaboreyt/ (v); predicate /predikat/ (n) predicate brodikeyt/ (v)

EXERCISE 13. Write ten words whose shift from noun to verb or adjective to

verb is signaled by shift in primary stress and/Or change in

vowel sound.

1. 6.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10.

EXERCISE 14. Write the verbs that derive from these nouns and adjectives.

Underline the verb - forming affix (prefix or suffix).



EXERCISE 14. (continued)

1. elevator 9. systam

2. organization 10. code

3. internal 11. extemporaneous

4. nodal 12. television

5. magnet 13. ripe

6. prison 14. horror

7. italics 15. explication

8. paralysis 16. thrall

VERBS: POSITION OR PATTERN

Although English verbs may appear in various positions in the sentence,

they do appear more frequently in some positions than in others. The most

coramon position is following the noun subject. Loss frequently the subject

follows the verb or the verb position at the and of tho sentence following

the subject and several modifiers.

A look at the three kinds of verbs and how they pattern in sentences will

help us to distinguish them.

Intransitive verbs have no direct object or complement and usually no

passive voice. They nay cr nay not have modifiers following them.
In

Examples: Frogs croak (continuously).

Ida in the hammock.
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He came
stopped
appeared (IMMEDIATELY).
rose
sank

Transitive verbs are very common in our language. They have both active

and passive voice. Transitive active verbs have a direct object, and they
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may have an object complement. Transitive passive verbs lot the subject

receive the action.
TrA D 0

Examples: The penguins hav2 washed their tuxedos.
Tr P

Their tuxedos have been washed by the penguins.
TrA D 0

Sam treasured his father's lib m4".
Tr P

His father's library was treasured by Sam.

Transitive verbs may have two complements, both referring to the same

person or thing. One is the direct object and the other a complement of the

direct object or an object complement.
D 0 ObC

Examples: The board named Mr. Adams the new director.
D 0 ObC

I presumed him free.

Other object complement verbs are those: elected, believed, found, consider,

painted, thought.

The linking verb occurs somowhere between the subject and a subject

complement (noun or adjective).

Examples: He seemed weary.

George was moderatcr.

Some form of Da is the most common linking verb. A number of linking verbs

link only adjectives to their subjects.

Examples: The horn suunds harsh. The corn tastes juicy.

The bouquet !molls sweet. The horse brook 2 loose.

Nodo sleeps warm. She acted officious.

Grizzly wont blind. Aunt Jane tun happy.

The stream clear. He foil& sick.

kcal gate, Einem aide, loom and Da us when followed by adjectives aro

also linking verbs.
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Sone of these verbs, when not linking verbs, are intransitive.

For exarple: Go now. Sleep well. Ho fell hara.

Some linking verbs can also occur as transitive verbs:

He proved the inefficiency. Wind turned the wheel.

They continued their assistance.

EXERCISE 15. Write sentences using the following verbs in the patterns

designated.

1. (fly) N Tr A D 0

2. 11 N Int (Adv)

3. (call) N Tr A D 0 0 C

4. ii N Tr A D 0

5. (felt) N L V Adj

6. " N Tr A D 0

7. (bathe) N Tr P (Modifiers)

8. II N Int

9. (turn) N L V (Adj)

10. u N Int

11. 0 N Tr A D 0

12. if N Tr P (Modifiers)
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IT D. THE ADJECTIVE

Introduction. Liko the noun and tho verb that WO have already oxam-

inod, adjectives may bo identified by both formal and positional

signals. Recognition of how those signals oporato may bo useful to

us not only in identifying adjectives, blit also in undorstanding

certain important distinctions among thoL.

Lot us oxamino the following phrasos

tho now radio

the car radix

Though wo may not be able to say what the difforonco is, most of

us will sonso intuitively that thoso atructuros aro not grsamatically

tho samo. Obsorvo that wo may spodk of tho now= radio and the

nowost radio, using tho grammatical foaturo of comparison. Howavor,

we find that car cannot bo compared in this way. Thus, while it is

found hare in an identical position with 120 it door not belong to

the samo form class.

Furthermore, although now and car share tho samo positions horo,

they cannot share all the same positions. Wb may say Tho radio is

now, but not Tho radio is car.

Z. FORK CLASS

A. Inflectional suffixes. Tho oxamplo of now indioatos the

most important single identifying feature of the adjective, its

ability to bo cimparod. Onogayllable and somo two-syllablo adjoctivos.

which tako tho infloctional suffixos -or and -oat to form tho com-

parattvo and superlative dogroos are known as baso adoioctivov
clear cloaror cloarost
tall tailor tallest
go:1U° gontlor gentlest

Exorcise 1. Undorlino the baso adjectives in the following list:

lato, happy, fruitful, pleasant, black

A small but important group of adjectives that aro compared

irrogularly includes those:

good bettor boat
bad worse worst
little loss least
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B. Structure words. A second and very largo group of adjoctivos

form thoir comparative and suporlativo degrees with the structure

words poro and most. Usually thoso aro not base adjectives, but

dorivod adjectives, adjoctivos which aro formed by the addition of

certain adjoctivo-forming derivational suffixes to free or bound stems:

pondorful more wonderful wost wondorful

capablo moro capablo most capablo

activo more active most activo

C. Dorivational suffixos4 Dorivational suffixos help us to describe

tho form class of adjoctivos in two vayss

1. Sinco adverbs as well as adjoctivos may bo compared (well,

bettor, boat; clovorly, moro cleverly, most cleverly), via nood

to distinguish the form classes adjoctivo and adverb in somo

further way.

All tho following words may be comparod, but not all aro

adjoctivoss slow, friondly, stingily, regular, uhito, holpfugy,

ill. Of these, stinailv and hel.pfu4v are never adjectives, while

slow and lato may oe oithor adjoctivos or adverbs. adjoctivos

may be dosoribod as thoso words which may bo comparod and which

may form advorbs with the dorivational suffix-ly and/or nouns

with the dorivational suffix -Fess

Examplos: groat groator groatost greatly groatnoss

white whiter whitest whiteness

sunny sunnier sunniest sunnily sunniness

Exorcise 2. Fill in the blanks, indicating the Changes in form of

the words in tho following list. Using the abovo description, idontigy

thoso words that aro not adjoctivos, and cirolo thorn.

or oat -ly -noss

1. a tamo lion

2. a nico distinction

3. a atrango day

4. a foolish thought

5. a fast car

6. an ma, man

7. a mapping horso

8. a natidnai anthom

9. tho villago hall

10. tho NaLmothor

2. Dorivational suffixes alone hoip idontiy adjectives. As wo
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havo soon, thuso aro called dorivod adjoctivos and aro usually

compared with morn and most rathor than with -or and -ost. The

following lists contain the most common adjoctivo-forming doriva.0

tional suffixes.

Suffixes added to nouns to make adjoctivos:

faulty, loafy
-al: national, traditional
aful: hopoful, usoful
-loss: hopoloss, usolosd
-ars popular, columnar

new logondary
-ic climatic
-ish: childish
-ous: marvelous
-on: woodon
- od: agod, raggod

friondly,9 homely

Suffixes added to verbs to maim adjoctivos;

- able: romarkablo, undorstandablo

-ont: abhorront
-ivo: active
-ed: tired, complicated

oxciting, rovoaling

Adjoctivo-formimg suffixes may bo added to bound stoma, as in

orodiblo, usual, otc.

Exorciso 3. Comploto the second column in each of the following

lists. Thoso dorivod adjectives illustrato some of the most common

adjoctivo-forming doriveional suffixes. (Thoro is more than one

possiblo answer in somo casssw)

Noun Dorivod Ad'octivo

boauty

ponny

heaven

atbloto

cloud

emotion

spoctacio

norvo

custom

fool

boautiful

ponniloss,......11111111POP
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break

charm

produce

intorost

resist

Dorivod bdioctive
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Exmoiso 4. Tho following sentences contain base and dorivod adj-

joctivos. Dotormino which words aro adjectives according to tho

foaturos of form described above. Undorlino each adjoctivo and

above it write B (base) or D (dorivod). There are 12 adjectives

in the oxorciso.

1. Throe yellow ducks waddled slowly around the fcrmor's largo barn.

2. Purthor tedious effort proved unn000ssary.

3. Tho long, lazy summer afternoon passed without any news, good

or bad.

4. The local laundry service was both expansive and slow.

II. POSITION CLASS:

The most froquont position of the ,djoctivo is botwoon noun

dotormLnor and nound the unhappy man, those lamossays, that old

building. Howovar, when wo oxamino the sontonoos in tho oxorciso

abovo, or the following phrasoa, vie find that many words may occupy

this position that do not havo the characteristics of form doscribbdd

chow.

Exoraiso 5. Underline the words in the following phrases that

aro adjectives according to form classc

1. the handsome man 6. the alert man

2. the friendly man i: a hostile man

3. ttho singing man 8. the last man

4. the ic-cream matt 9/ the white man

5. a moro man 10. the kind man

Some of the above phrases clemtly contain words belonging to the form

class adjective, such as friendly. Others contain words that are

uninfleoted (last) or that have or may have inflectional suffixes

which identify them as belonging to other form classes (siaging, a

verbs, ice-cream, a noun).
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Thus, just as we have seen a position class of nominals, so

vs find a. position class of allectlyals. Adjectivals are elements

that ocemy the most frequent Adiective =Waal, the most im-

portant being, as we have seen, the position between determiner

and noun.

Exercise 6. All the underlined words in the following phrases

are adJectivals. By using the formal characteristics described

above, identify the nouns, adjectives, and verbs. Write 11.

after each phrase containing an adjective, V after each phrase

containing a verb as modifier, and N after each phrase con-

taining a noun as a modifier.

1. a Amx day 6. the jculshelf

2. a morning, walk 7. the town drunk

3. a kind man 8. an idle boy

4. the. Class slogan 9. her new permanent

5. a 121.211 book 10. the running boy

The most common adjectival is, of course, the adjective. An

examination of English sentences reveals several other kinds of

adjectivals:

1. Nouns:

a cement walk, a can opener, the class prosidont

2. Verbs (This verb as modifier is conventionally called a

participle):

the singing robins, a Radded cell, a to cause

3. Uninflected words:

your last chance, a more child, the above items

Thus we see that the position class known as tho adjectival is

a shared position., one which may be occupied by various elements:

adjectives, nouns, verbs, and uninflected words.

Just as the adjectival position may be fillod by various elements

besides the adjective, so the nominal positions may be filled by

other elements, including adjectives. Observe the following sentence:

Tho rich are not as the halm. Rioh and ham belong to the

form class adjective, as we can easily see by comparing them: rich,

richer, richest, and happy, lawicm, happiest.
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An important distinction is that between adjective-plus-noun

and compound nouni,as in a black board and a blackbbari. This

distinction is clearly indicated by stress patterns in spoken English,

but is sometimes indicated only by context in written English, since

the compound noun may be written as two words (the high school) or

as one word (shortcake). The distinguishing structural feature is

the stress pattern.

dr primary stress
secondary stress

A tertiary stress

adjective-plus-noun: a ute bid

compound noun: .a blebild

Exercise 7. Place primary, secondary, and tertiary stresses above

the following phrases, using the example above as a model. After

eachlindicate NA. (noun - plus -- adjective) or ON (compound noun).

mailman waffle iron

textbook
limIlraawaN11~IINO

humming bird

hummingbird

paperback

green house

greenhouse

White House

white house

Exercise 8. Lfter each of the following, write briefly its meaning.

racing horse
..

racing horse

ha chair

high chair

spinning whgol

spinning 17/481

'MK

411

taw bOne

ftlriny bale_ -.40 .1

Other adjective positions: Other characteristic

are as follows:

Before certain nouns (for example, plurals)

She wore red shoes.

After linking verbs:

That doctor is competent.

adjective positions

that lack determiners:

After certain qualifiers, such as very. (Other common qualifiers

are smite, rather, too, etc. Those do not servo alone as

adjective-determiners, since they also qualify adverbs.)
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The hula hoop was onco a vory 22z2.1.r toy.

Thus wo discovor a usoful positional toot for adjoctivos. Any

word that will fill the two slots in this tost sentence is an

adjoctivo:

Tho (thing) seemed vory

Exorcisegeando*lino the words in the following list that aro adjectives

according to this tost: simple, windy, flying, likoablo,
same, friend, loyal, formor, visible, ontortainimg, Kent.

Tho tost framo is especially useful ia distinguishing adjoctivos

from the verbs and nouns which frequently (a) aro used as adjoctivals

and (b) have the same form as certain adjoctivos.

adjoottvo: an intorosting subjocjr

verb: the hanginKgardens
adjective: a Igatstudent
noun: the Jam= ball

Exeroiseflos Label the underlined adjectiiials as A. (adjective), N
(noun), V (verbs or Ups' (ilninflected word.), using the above test
sentence.

1. the sOinninit top 6. the other page

2. the soot., ohimney 7. a practical example

3. the broken dish 8. a plywood floor

4. a china plate 9. the b eat scholar

5. a football player 10. an uninspiring talk

In addition to the positions described above, adjectives occur

after nouns (postposition) in these situations:
1. As part of a larger construction:

a. Compound adjective: The trees, tall and Ipaa.ess,
rattled in the gale.

b. Modified adjective: A house larger than ours now stood

on the corner lot.
2 In certain old. phrases, especially legal:

:fee simple
body politic

3. In certain place names:
Lake Mician River Rouge,
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Exercise 11. Insert adjeotivals in the following sentences as

directed;

1. (compound base adjectives) The puppy,

and 9 trembled as I held it.

2. (base adjective, derived adjective)

man suddenly appeared in the doorway.
111111,

3. (verb) The rider seemed unable to control the

horse.

4. (adjective not preceded by determiner)

days are not the best kind for picnics.

5. (verb) The, storm forced the holiday

crowd to seok shelter.
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II E. THE ADVERB

Adverbs are conventionally defined in a functional manner as
"a word that modifies a verb, an adjective, or another adverb."
But adverbs are a miscollaneous group of words; many of them fit
some of this definition, while others go beyond the definition.
Further, adverbs are difficult to define bocause they can move
around in English sentences without altering the essential meaning
of the sentence.

Slowly ho walked.
He 21.23.271 walked.

Ho walked El9Ay .

Thus, we cannot consistently identify adverbs by moans of
position.

Linguists have defined many different sub-classes of adverbs.'
Before we discuss forms and positions, it might be well to decide
just what we moan when wo talk about " adverbs". There are throe
rather small sub-classes which wo will not considers sentenco
introducers (furthermore, however, novortholess), "limiting adverbs"
(just, only, even) and qualifiors (too, very,etc.). The latter
word group has been troatod in the discussion of adjectives and
in a soparate soction.

Exdising these throo kinds of adverbs from our description,
ND have a class of words which can be doscribd as modifiors of
verbs. We will noto one exception to this statomont, adverbs that
modify nouns.

Lot's first look at somo of tho forms that adverbs take.
Several kinds of adverbs can modify the verb in a position immodi-
atoly following it. Derived adjoctivos which t &to the derivational
suffix -ID as moll as baso adjootivos which add -lb can both
occur in post-positions

spoke loarnodly
waited h000fully,
drank doeoly
saw clearly

Advorbs formed by tho addition of dorivational preRix a- to nouns,
verbs, and adjoctivos occupy tho same positions

movod ahoad
wasnod adrift
wont alono

The samo position aftor the vorb is occupied by nouns which
take tho dorivational suffixos -wio and -ward(s):

1Cemparo C.C. Frios, Tho Structure of English, pp. 83.86, 92 -94,
97-103, 132-141 and H.A..Gloason, Linguldtics and English Grammar,
pp. 129-132.



crawled crabvrise
moasurod lonalmiss.
travollod forward
gazes backwards
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Detormincrs like soma, any, mazy and no which combino with nouns
or structure words like whero arc in post -- position:

ran somcelscn
go anyway
soon ovcrywhoro,
wont nouhore

In this position also aro the propositional -- adverbs in, on, cull Nz
down, over, undor, insido, around:

go in jump ovor,

walk dn crawl under
put out go in_ sido

run az look around
walk down

Finally, thoro is a largo group of words which are heterogenoous
in form and which pattern as advorbials. Many of these words are
also conjunction*, and most of thorn aro "time" modifiers. .cords

like the following occur froquontly as advorbialss

always there
still till
after
soldom 'Dolor°

ovon then
whilo perhaps
often now
when

Tho adverbs whose positions wo will now describe aro of four
olassos. Thoso classifications, you udll notico, arc based on
lexical moaning.

First, lot's consider the emphatic adverbs, words like alms, usually
cortaijaLE. Those adverbs gonorally occur in tho verb phrase in a
position before the first auxiliary:

It portainlx has boon fun.
Ho usually can send throo.

Those adverbs follow the auxiliary verb when tho adverb itself
receivos a primary stress:

It has pAtainlx, boon fun.

Ho can usually sond throos
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Thoso adverbs, then, give a sort of goneral emphasis to the sontenco.

The next three classes of adverbs aro those of time, placo,

and manner.

Time adverbs answer quostions containing when:

I'm going now.
Ho wont zolisam.
He'll be horo soon.

Place adverbs answer questions containing whores

Ho's hero.
Ho wont outsido.
She's there.

Place adverbs also modify nouns:

man outs ido
girl upstairs

Marmot adverbs answer questions containing how:

Ho ran quickly.
She did it nicoly..
Ho roads 41911:.

Exorcise le

Writ° the following sentonco on a pioco of papdr:

The boys often ran home quickly.

Leave plenty of room betwoen the words. Now substitute as many

words as you can for the adverbs of time, placo, and manner. This

will give you lists of the three kinds of adverbs.

Example: The boys often ran home quickly.

usually away angrily

Positions of .e.dvorbs

Some of the aclvcrbials we have been looking at can appear in

throe positions in complex verb phrases: before the verb, between

the auxiliary and the Verb, and between two auxiliaries. Most

frequently, adverbs filling these positions arc those marked by

the derivational suffix -Ix.

Adverbs of time fill these throe positions
still moved
has always won
has seldom boon seen
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the tithe adverb comes first

sometimes Rawl/ talked

When they follows the verb, this order is reversed:

talked quietly sometimes

If a verb is modified by adverbs of placo, manner, and time, the
modifiers are usually in post-position in that order:

came in nokazyosterday

Somo of the adverbs formed by a determiner like some plus a

noun or function word fill those positions. This is especially
true of those forms beginning with some:

somehow, moved
has sometimes run
has sometimos been soon.

Exurciso 2.

a. Ldvorbs formod by the addition of derivational prefix: a- to

nouns, verbs, and adjectives usually occur after the verb.

b. If a verb is modified by adverbs of place, manner, and time,
the modifiers are usually in post-position in that order.

c. Nouns which take the derivational suffixes -wise, and 4wardis)

come after the verb,

d. Time adverbials follow manner adverbs when both come after the
verb.

o. Adverbs formed by doterminer plus noun or function word come
aftor the verb.

f. Ldverbs with derivational suffix frequently fill any one
of three positions relative to verbs.

g. Prepositional-adverbs como after the verb.

h. Time adverbs procede manner adverbs when both come before verbs.
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Aftor each of the following sentences writo the lattor donating tho
rule above which is followed or violated. Mark violations with V.

1. Ho hi:wad walked to the party.

2. Sho sentimentally sang.

3. Ho drove always fast..

4. John sometimes loudly whispors his answer.

5. The lizard crawled forward.

6. Cats scream loud somotimos.

7. Mary wont back hastily this morning.

8. Did you fly over Milwaukee?

9. I think he anyway wont

10. They quickly always leave aftor the party.

11. I flow around the clouds.

12. Mike ran then in quickly.

13. Ho lengthwise walked the plot of land.

14. Jim has markedly improved his grados.
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II F. The Conjunction, Subordinator, and Sentence Connector

Conjunctions (traditionally called "coerdinatinc culjunctionsl) make

up a small but essential group of structure words. They are used to connect

grammatical equivalentseither whole sentence patterns or parts of patterns- -

thus making possible the conpoundiug of sentences and of elements within

sentences.

And, but, uinor, and for are words often occurring as conjunctions. Tho

examples below indicate various grammatical equivalents which conjunctions

can connect.

Form classes:

nouns. The radio and the television wore playing at full volume.

verbs . . The baby just sat and watched.

adjectives . . . A young but confidant mechanic worked on the motor.

adverbs . . The manager laughed loudly but nervously.

Position classes:

nominals . On that day the haves or the have-nots will revise their belief.

verbals Tho baby just sat and watched.

adjoctivals . An inmate, onergyiess but filled with zeal, tried to lift

tho visitor's handbag.

ndverbials . He spoke quietly but with great effect.

Structure words:

noun determiners Each and every shoe was polished.

auxiliaries . . He can and should and will contribute to the discussion.

subordinators If and when she arrives, I shall greet her.

Grammatical structures:

clauses Where he will go or what he will say is his own business.

infinitive phrases .Ho is studying hard so as to learn all he can and to

win a scholarship.
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Sentence patterns:

He wasn't interested in that game, for the championship had boon won a

week earlier.

Tho dishes weren't washed, nor was the kitchen floor swept.

PUNCTUATION NOTE: Conjunctions between words and phrases and grammatically

subordinate clauses no p ^lly have no punctuation accompanying them.

BUT CONJUNCTIONS CONNECTING INDEPENDENT SENTENCE PATTERNS ARE ALWAYS PRECEDED

BY COMMAS.

Dcgs and cats howled and scratched all through the day and

long into the night. (No commas)

The woman wept, and the children screamed.

EXERCISE 1

These five conjunctions (and,,but, or, nor, for) have widely different

ranges of occurrence. All of thorn can connect whole sentence patterns; but for

connects nothing more, whereas and also connects words and phrases of various

descriptions.

A. In the space before each number, indicate which of these conjunctions

make good English sense in each sentence blank. If a comws is needed,

place it before the conjunction.

1. Jack Jill wont up the hill.

2. He pulled weeds in the garden -.painted the garage all

afternoon.

3. A short swift sprinter won the event.

4. The milk was warm the bottle had been standing in the sun.

5. The windows wore open theAarpwere shut:

6. All the men on the platform wore old famous.

7. The shades were drawn the fans wera running.
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B. How many times could you use each conjunction?

and
Or
but
nor
for

SENTENCE CONNECTORS

Two other groups of structure words supplement conjunctions in com-

bining sentence patterns. Since they share a position with ccnjunctions and

are sometimes confused with conjunctions,%differences between the three word

groups will be examined here. One group, containing subordinators like

because and when and if, wo shall look at later. But our first concern will

be that group (traditionally named "conjunctive adverbs" or "adverbial con-

junctions") which contains words like however, therefore, consgauentiv, and

nevertheless. For this group (as, indeed, for the other two groups as well)

we shall adapt one of Paul Roberts' terms--in this case SENTENCE CONNECTORS

since that term emphasizes tho actual function of the group and properly

distinguishes the words in it from conjunctions and from adverbs.

It is important for a writer to be able to distinguish conjunctions from

sentence connectors because punctuation conventions affecting those word groups

differ. Failure to keep the groups apart ean cause "comma-splices" or "run-

on sentence" errors.

Following are some examples of sentence connectors. Note that a semi-

colon precedes each one.

1. The drummer agreed to do another number; however, we had to leave.

2.

3.

4.

ft 11 it

ft ft

n n tt

; therefore,

; consequently,

; nevertheless,
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Various prepositional phrases function exactly like those sentence connectors

and could be classified with them. Examples are as a result, in conse uonce,

and for this reason (all of which can be inserted in the example sentence

above) and in addition (which will fit in the sentence following).

5. The storm battered the pier; further sorb our motorboat could easily have sunk.

; indeed

; thus

; therefore

; hence

; morerver

; also

The sentence connectors in all the examples above occur in a position

shared with conjunctionsi.e., between sentence patterns. But the dissimilarity

between these two word groups becomes apparent when we compare their mobility.
C)

Note tAat the sentence connectors in the previous examples move easily to

the end of the second pattern or to any one of various positions inside the

second pattern.

1. The drummer aereod to do another number; we had to leave, however.

; wo, however, had to leave.

; we had to leave, consequently.

; we, consequently, had to leave.

; we had, consequently, to leave.

6. The storm battered the pier; our motorboat could easily have sunk also.

; our motorboat, albo, could easily have sunk.

; our motorboat could also easily have sunk.

; our motorboat could easily have sunk, therefore.
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10. Tho storm battered the pier; our motorboat, therefore, could easi],y have sunk.

11. " ; our motorboat could, therefore, easily have sunk.

In contrast, conjunctions aro imnovable: they must remain between the

patterns.

1. Tho drummer agreed to do another number, but we had to leave.

(No alternative fabaitiun for but)

2. The storm bettered the pier, and our motorboat cculkeasily have sunk.

(No alternative position for and)

PUNCTUATION NOTE: A semicolon (or a period)--NOT JUST A C0MHA4-must stand

between the two patterns joined by a sentence connector.

EXERCISE 2. Using the mobility test, decide whether the pattern joiners

underlined in the sentence below are conjunctions or sentence connectors.

In the blank, label the joiner a C or an SC, and put the appropriate punctuation

mark in front of your symbol. Be prepared to. justify your decisions.

Example:

a. The crystal was smashed but my watch was still running.

_AC. b. 11 however

1. That lawn will be mowed by noon or I'll do it myealfl

2. Ho broke his wrist in the pro - season practice consequently ho
was:lit a candidate for the all- conference team.

3. He deserted his post Du-thermal?. he fell asleep.

4. Ho saw the train but_he did not stop.

5 n ho, wever

6. 7.91

7. His date had stood him up therefore ho wont home.

8. 1r n Ea



9. The song had ended but the melody lingered on.

10. " however

11. "
It =
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12. The game was exciting haw the crowd ignored the rain.

13. The rain had stopped but by then our team was hopelessly behind.

14. The man had no horse thus the kingdom was lost.

15. I found racy key as a result I turned off the flashlight.

16. It ft SO

A second way to distinguish sentence connectors and conjunctions in the

shared position is to listen to the intonation contour characteristic of each

word group. Read the following pairs aloud, noticing particularly the into-

nation whore the sentence patterns are joined. Try to speak them normally.

1. He smokes cigars however ho doesn't drinkl

2. " It " but

3. The book was covered with dust and the radio was on.

4. T" furthermore

Sentence connectors in the shared position are regularly preceded by the high-

low sentence final contour and are themselves stressed. In contrast, con-

junctions are normally unstressed, and they have a level intonation contour

before them. A conjunction can (of course) have a high-low sentence final

contour before it. Writers often begin a sentence with a conjunction, and the

high-low contour obviously precedes it in these cases. But characteristically

the; conjunction participates in a level contour: and this ch=cteristicp then,

becomes another moans of distinguishing conjunctions from sentence connecters.

EXERCISE 3. (Number from 1 - 16)

A. Use the intonation test on the sentences in exercise 2. If a sentence

can be read naturally with a level tone preceding the joiner and with the
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joiner unstressed, mark the joiner as a C. If it is stressed and preceded by

a high-low contour, indicate SC. Punctuate.

B. As you applied the intonation test, did you come to the same ccnclusicn

regarding each joiner that you did earlier when using the mobility test?

C. Which of the sentence connectors seemed to need commas (in addition to

the required semidoloq?

SUBORDINATORS

We return now to SUBORDINATORS of the because, type (traditionally,

"subordinating conjunctions"). allzarkg, where, and if are other common

members of this group. These words can subordinate one whole sentence pattern

to another. For example, if we begin with two independent statements-8i want

to go swimming. It is too hot tc study."--and then insert a because between

them and make the necessary changes in punctuation and capitalization, we and

with one sentence in which the second of our original statements is now

grammatically subordinate to the first

I want to go swimming because it is too hot to study.

The following sentences illustrate the same principle.

1. A robin chirped excitedly while I put the lawn mower away.

2. I will get the cough drops if I go past the drugstore.

3. Ho ate a pizza, before we went out golfing.

In all these sentences, the subordinator occurs in that position we have

already soon shared by conjunctions and sentence connectors; that is, between

sentence patterns. Like the conjunction, the subordinator is unable to move

into or to the end of the second pattern. We do not say, "I will go you will

coup if" nor "I will go you if will come." In this respect the subordinator

is as inflexible as the conjunction. However, the subordinator can do something
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that neither the conjunction nor tho sentence connector can: it can take the

pattern it has subordinated and move it to the beginning of the sentence --and

semetimes into the middle of the other sentence pattern. For example, all of

the following aro possible phrasing:

The butcher torn down the slaughter house after his wife died.

Aftor his wife died, the butcher...

The butcher, after his wife died, tore down...

PUNCTUATION NOTE: In the shared position, a subordinator requires no internal

punctuation. But when the subordinated clause is moved to the front of the

sentence or into the middle of the first pattern, commas are used to set it off

frora the rest of the sentence. Soo the cxamplos above.

We have been working in these pages with 8 conjunctions ( 5 plus 1214 so,

and still)
1 and with larger numbers of sentence connectors and subordinators.

EXERCISE 4. Write original illustrations of the swtonco types studied.

Watch your punctuation.

EXERCISE 5. Construct sentences in which you use the following words as

pattern joiners: until, nevertheless, but, in addition, nor, etc.

1 Certain conjunctions (not liscussod in the preceding pages) can connect

cily words phrases, not entire sentence patterns. In sentences involving

comparisons, as and plan occur regularly as conjunctions: sweet as homy

hungry as a bear, higher than a kite. Not functions often as a connector of

words or phrases:

Her brother, not her mother, won the baking contest.

He wants to serve his country, not just make a name for himself.

Like all conjunctions, not leaves the grammatical case of a pronoun unaffected:

He, not she, cut a finger in the lathe.
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II G. Pronouns

Pronouns include a nixed group of words which share, variously, some of the

features and functions of nouns and which, of course, display some differences.

Pronouns are classified according to their distinctive features and functions

For instance, personal pronouns are distinguished by forns showing first,

second, and third persons (since nouns and most other pronouns occur only in

"third") and by forms showing gender and case: See table:

Number Person Gender Case

(Subjective 0117.7 First Substitute Intensive &'
(Nominative) Possessive Possessive 11,:flexive

First
Sing. (Second

'Third Fern.

Masc.

kNetthdr

It

/First
Plural. Second

Third

you
he
she
it

We
you
they

me
you
him
her
it

us
you
them

Exercise: Fill in the analogous form:

doll
dolls

het doll
doll's

MY
your
his
hers
its

our
your
their

mine
yours
his
hers
its

ours
yours
theirs

myself
yourself
himself
herself
itself

ourselves
yourselves
themselves

doll
dolls theirs

Exercise: In which of the following noun positions will forms from subjective
case fit? (This exercise may be given with test frames from noun
section rather than by listing.)

Subject of verb
Object of verb
Subjective complement
Appositive to subject
Appositive to'object of verb

Object of preposition
Subject of infinitive
Retained object
First position, absolute phrase

Case inflections, which once were the essence of English grammar, are now

often redundant. Other grammatical signals, word order in general and the often
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immediate juxtaposition of preposition-pronoun, verb-pronoun, etc., are stronger

"carriers of grammar" than is case form. Probably intonation is also stronger.

although it might seen logical, therefore, to do without case forms, most of

you take great care to be correct in their use. Accordingly, we will study only

those instances which are inconsistent with the use of case we have agreed is

correct.

Exercise: Compare case forms in the following groups, change forms where

necessary, and justify each use.

1 A. Let's go to town.

B. Let Charley and I go.

C. Let ne you

2 A. The present is for Bob and I.

B. The present is just for me.

C. Betueen you and I there is no argument.

3 A.. Let's you and I leave town.

B. Shall we, just you and me, do the dishes?

C. Who should go, ma?

4 A. Mother, get the neighbor kids and I a drink, please.

B. Please sand me a note.

C. Telling Charley and he storiez is fun.

5 A. Those big kids slaughtered Charley Itnd nee.

B. The only ones Mere were Charley and I.

C. They elected Charley and T co-captains.

Gender

Gender, a common formal characteristic of many Indo-&ropean languages, is

largely confined in modern English to inflections of some personal pronouns

and a very few nouns. Where many languages categorize nouns as masculine,

feminine, or neuter by a largely undisclosed logic, English identifies gender

mainly with biological sex (or Its lack) or by pragmatic or poetic associations.

The sane dog ray be a_he to those who associate maleness with ailressiveness,

a she according to biology, and an it when a nuisance.
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Discussion:

1. There is no gender distinction in plural pronouns, Do we need such

a form? Make one up. How do we conpensate for this lack?

2. Once English had a special form to mean "we two." We seem to need

the word both, or do we? Should we bring back we?

3. Does the expression "you-all" make a useful distinction? Do you ever

hear "we-all" or "they all"?

4. Point out how noun plurals differ from personal pronoun plurals.

Intensive Pronouns

Use of an intensive pronoun in careful English is restricted to reinforce-

ment of a subjective or objective form of the same person and number appearing

with it:

Appositive: I, naeself, will go.
I want to see the boss himself.

Pro - positioned: Myself, I don't care.
Postponed: I want to do it pyself.

Resist the false modesty of "My brother and myself painted our house."

Reflexive Pronouns

Reflexive pronouns replace some objecti-s and subjective forms in those

positions which call for the same referent as that of the expressed or inplied

subject. They take the following nominal positions:

Object of Verb; He hates himself when he does that.
Subject Complement: You don't seem yourself today.
Indirect Object: They sent themselves poison pen letters.
Object of Preposition: I talk to myself.
Object of Gerund: Hating yourself won't help.
Object of Infinitive: His first mistake was to represent himself.

japprsonal Pronouns

Some fcrms which appear identical with personal pronouns actually have

different referents and different uses:
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Case

§1110. 2his. First Poss. Sub. Poss. Intensive &
Reflexive

you you your yours yourself

it it its its itself
one one one's

his his himself

they them their theirs themselves

Exercise: Study these pairs of sentences and explain the differences in the use
of the pronouns.

1. A. My parents will take their vacation in July, gay think.
B. They don't make cars the way they used to.

2. A. Please give me your papers as soon as you can.
B. You never can tell how you'll perform till you try.

3. A. Which one of you is called Red?
B. One should never leave his door unlocked.

4. A. Hero is ray book; be careful of it.
B. Oh, is it raining again?
C. It is a pleasure to be here today.
D. It seems as if today will never end.

Demonstrative Pronouns

The two forms, this and that, allow the speaker to distinguish relative

closenessphysical, temporal, or psychological:

This section (performance, feeling) was better than that.

Both have plural forms (this, these; that, those) which agree in determiner

positions with their nouns, or in noun positions with antecedents:

These sections wre better than those.

This and that have some power to refer to past and future utterances:

Why, I didn't know that.
This is what I mean:

However, this use often results in vagueness or ambiguity.

Compare: This often results in vagueness.
This is similar for ambiguity.
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Exorcise: Show four means of gaining particularity for the following vague
sentences - -a clear antecedent, a specifying noun, an included
clause or an adverb clause:

1. They took out my tonsils but didn't give no any ice cream. That was
a dirty trick.

2. The French did not care to remain under the threat of attack. This
was the real cause of the Franco-Prussian war.

3. Snokey the Boar can hardly watch all of the forests at once: YOU
have to help. This is the only way to keep our country green.

4. There are occasions which call for extraordinary measure to pre-
vent a disaster. This is what Icall a wonderful oppoiunity.

5. You may believe that competence is restricted to officers. That
won't got you anywhere in the army.

Indefinite Pronouns

Other words which readily shift position (like this and that) from noun-

determiner to noun are often classed as pronouns. Significantly, their

lexical meaning is highly abstract and their ability to replace complete

classes of nouns is great. They can be classified by formal characteristics:

Singular only, Singular only,
no determiners no dot. -s)

much

Plural only Plural only,'

no dot.

either few both
neither many several
each
another

Students: Demonstrate determiner and noun position use for these words.

Countable & mass
take determiner

all moro
any none
enough some

Students: Review countable & mass; use these words
both ways.

Another group of words, which take all noun inflections and determiners, is

often included beCause of the characteristic of functional shift from determiner

to noun position, and high-abstractness, high-replaaiveness: lot of, half,

other, one, two, three....
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Another group of noun-type words does not show the characteristic functional

shift because the noun determiner has amalgamated with .the general noun.

These too are often called pronouns:

All noun inflections
take some determiner. (I-s) on]'

somebody anybody

nobody everybody

something everything

nothing anyone
everyone
someone
no one

Note: Indefinite pronouns and agreement

Tho philosophy underlying the relationship of the individual and the group

is perhaps undergoing change. We readily consider the many massod togothor,

indistinguishable from one another:

All are hero.

The group acting as one, in utter conformity:

The army is advancing slowly.

But the notion of an individual free to act within the group is in danger of

being lost:

Everybody in AgAn has the right to their own opinion.

Everybody in town has the right to his own opinion.

Strike a blow for individual freedom,'

Possessive Pronouns

Possessive pronouns have two parallel declensions which occur, in complori

mentary distribution. Both have forms whidh show gender, number, and porson.

Firot possessive forms take only determiner positions:

The school is big.

school is big.

our old green apron is torn.
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Substitutional forms take all noun positions except pre-possessive or pre-nominal.

For instance:

SV Your class is slow; nine is fast.

IO OP I'll tell nine to slow down for wag.

Compare to possessive nouns:

Charley's hat is Charley's.

Her hat is hors.

Native speakers have no trouble with possessivo forms except for rare dialect

equivalents: yourn, hisn.

"Possessive before Gerund"

If students aro bound by over- simplified rules such as"possessive before

gerund", whidh is not followed by anybody, they are as likely to put possessive

forms before participles as before gerunds. However, case does sonotimes

resolve ambiguity. Perhaps students could see how intonation resolves ambiguity

in speech but not in writing:

I don't like the teacher lecturing all the time.
He shouldn't criticize ri chewing gun.
We should eliminate him singing off-key.

In writing, the rule, "possessive before gerund," is too faulty to follow

without great qualification:

a. Personal pronouns and words standing for persons, possessive:

His delivering -Jr the speech was masterly.
She disliked her mother's blathering.

b. A plural noun is likely to be in common form.

Does the teacher approve of students cheating on tests?
We discourage teachers striking.
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c. A plural pronoun is less often possessive than the singular, except in

SV position.

Their whispering is a nuisance. (Never then)

I can't approve of 'then (either)
\their)whispering all the tine.

d. If the "subject of the gerund" is abstract or the name of an inanimate

object, the connon noun is usual; the possessive is sometimes necessary
for clarity, however.

It was a natter of logic denying experience.
Were you frightened by the window breaking?
The window's breaking set off a chain of events.
(Compare "the window breaking, compound noun)

es, When the "subject of the gerund" is separated from the gerund, the

common form is required:

The philosophy of the department being written down did not change

my practices.
I don't like either of them getting away with it.

f. That as subject is ordinarily in-the common form:

I don't believe in that coming true.

g. When the subject is stressed, the common form is preferred:

Have you read about Jack Benny turning forty?
Him getting a passing grade surprised the teacher.

Relative Pronouns and Interrogative Pronouns

Besides their substantive function, relative pronouns mark conjunction

and subordination, and interrogative pronouns mark questions.

Though relative and interrogative pronouns who, which, and what do not

inflect for gender or number, they can servo as a kind of relay station to pass

on a demand for inflectional consistency (agreement).

The girl who loses her wig has a hair-raising experience.
1.

These are times which try men's souls.

See those marks. What arc they?
_ . .
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Case inflection appears only in the somewhat limited adherence to objective
t.

who(m). Identity of case with position has become so strong that front position

(required to mark question or included clause) calls for who and the fact that

the form does not fellow verb or proposition calls for who, or fails to call

for wham. However, demonstrating that case is inessential to understanding

is not the sumo as saying that it should be ignored.

Who to?

Who do you mean?

I donit know who to give it to.

who to ask.

who we need.

Though those forms may sound natural to us, most writing for school and

publication requires correctness in who-whom choice. Students should unravel

tho transformations above until position clarifies case. Thereafter, a rule -of-

thumb approach is likely to serve bettor: Identify each finite verb in the

included clause. If there is no other subject apparent, probably who is correct.

In all other cases, write whom.

Note: Subjective forms end in vowolalho, she, they, who.

Objective forms end in consonant: him, her, them, whom.
Exception: me

Relative pronouns can join sentences which share a nominal. The second

or constituent sentence is embedded in apposition to the nominal in the first

or matrix-sentonce; if necessary, a transformation moves the. nominal constituent

sentence to its sentence initial position; then the appropriate relative pronoun

replaces the nominal. Whether the constituent sentence serves as an identifying,

adjective modifier of tho nominal in the matrix sentence or as a sentence modi-

fier depends upon the context and is signaled by intonations
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Subjective Nominal in constituent sentence:

There is the man (the man left his raincoat).
There is the man who loft his raincoat.
He (ho left his raincoat) will be sorry.
Ho who left his raincoat will be sorry.
Whoever loft his raincoat will be sorry.

Social distance: I know the boy (the boy left).
I know the boy that left.

Social closeness: I know the boy (the boy left).
I know the boy who left.

Substandard: I know the boy what left. I know the boy which left.

Objective Nominal in constituent:

I know the boy (you tioan the boy).
I know the boy (the boy you moan).
I know the boy who(n) you moan.
I know the boy that you mean.
I know the boy you mean. (Common form)

I know the boy (you're referring to the boy).
I know the boy (to the boy you're referring) (the boy you're referring to).
I know the boy...to wham you're referring... who(m) you're referring to.
I know the boy you're referring to.

Possessive Nominal in constituent:

People: See the girl (the girl's hair is disheveled).
See the girl whose hair is disheveled.

Formal for objects (rare): Soo the truck (the wheels of the truck are wobbling).

See the truck (of the'truck the wheels are wobbling).
See the truck of which the wheels are wobbling.
Sec the truck the wheels of which are wobbling.

Common for objects: Sec the truck (the wheels of the truck are wobbling).
See the truck (the truck's wheels aro wobbling).
See the truck whose wheels are wobbling.

Exercise:

For each underlined Nominal compose a matrix sentence within which
the given sentence may be embedded.

2. For each underlined Nominal compose a constituent sentence and embed
it in these sentences.

A. My aunt married a corporal.
B. The tremor ran into the field and across the road.
C. Strang= like swimming in the river.
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He saw this:
Ho saw what happened.

It was unclear.
It was unclear what happened.
What happened was unclear.

We wondered this:
We wondered who we could ask.
We wondered who(m) to ask.

and Interrogative

We wondered this:
We wondered whoever could have done it.

I knew this:
I knew which boy to select.

I wonder this:
I wonder what time it is.

59

What happened?

What happened?

Who(m) can we ask?

Whoever could have done it?

Which boy should I select?

What tine is it?

What suggests an open or indefinite choice; which, a limited or definite one.

This distinction is someti-gos overlooked:

I didn't know this: What road whould I take?

I didn't know what road to take.

I didn't know this: Which road should I take?

I know this: Whose book is it?

I know whose book it is.

The preceding material assumes a basic knowledge of transformational grammar.

4
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ualifiers are structure words, as arc verb auxiliaries,

propositions, and determiners. They form a positionsplass,

appearing before adjectives and. rtdverbs. Gleason subdivides

qui,lifiers by spocifying intensifiers and limiters. Intensifiers

modify adjectives or adverbs. Since they do not modify verbs,

they may help to distinguish adjectives from participles:

Ho is (very) intorosting. Ho is (very) ualking.

Clearly, yalkimT is a participle, a verb form, and interesting

is an adjective. Limitors modify phrases of all hinds, including

noun phrases:

Only his first modol over worked properly. (Only modifies his
first modol.)

Only John was at home. (22122: modifies John -- a one-word phrase.)

I think it must have boon the man downstairs--only ho would
do that.

Only modifies hog a pronoun substituting for the noun

phraso tiro man downstairs.)

Only in Los Angeles do they drive liko that.,

(gnly, modifies the propositional phrase in Los Angblos.)

The bus runs only occasionally. (palm modifies the adverb

occasionally - -to be considered a ono-word phrase, sinco

it parallels multiword phrases: on holidays, Sunday

:,fternoons)

Most qualifiers are uninflectodz very, quite, rather.

Some adjective 12:forms are qualifiers only when in qualifier

position: The play was fairly long. clualifidr)

Ho acted fairly. 4dvorb)

Some qualifiers have limited distribution:

brirht rod boilins: hot =hung, mad almost ready

Some noun clusters and idiomatic expressions may occupy

qualifier position bcforo adjoctivals and advurbials:

a lot a groat doal a little

kind of sort of a bit
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Some qualifiors appear before positivo degreo lim good;

and others appear before comparative dogroo: much bettor.

Exorcise 1:

Distinguish gRgifiors from adjectival, advorbials, and nominals:

It was the most fun.

It vas the most beautiful.

'What a pretty girl

That was ...2CaUtr13

Only the first onelis ready.

Ho caught 1142, one fish.

Clean out the garage.

Tho hardware is clean out of screws.

That good man is studying linguistics.

It is not that pod.

She is coming too.

She is too lato.

Tho food was pxtrcmoly good.

Ho wanders extremely.

The catorpillar is (load.

You are dead right.

Turn right now at the cornor.

Do it right now

Ho studios a lot- of phonemes.

Ho bought a lot in torn.



III. Tiii.CHING MATERIAL

A. Diagnostic Test: Parts of SpeOch

1. Adjoctivo
2. Adverb
3. Conjunction
4. Interjoction
5. Noun

6. Pronoun
7. Position
8. Verb
9. gualifier
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Identify the parts of spooch in tho following sontoncos by placing

over each word the undorlinud part from the above list.
Adv V

Examplo: Quickly return
C P N N V V Prop P A

Men chocking that library paper, mprk down for his y122: poor

N C N I P V C V V
spelling and grammar. Yocch! Many thought that there could have

V A N Pkop .A. N Adv V P Adv V A
boon no time for a chock-up beforo. Would they evur be careful

Adv
enough to chock that?

In the next
each phrase

N
the blang

part9 identify
or sontonco:

A
very kkal

only the

people

A
the blangor one in blang

V
Don't blang him again.

N
Blang makes strong teeth.

A
Spinach is blang for you.

N
Thuro's blang all over.

N
Everybody likes 112.m.

V
Clouds Maas

undorlinod, mado-up word in

Adv

Ilansalt

V
blangod him blangsl

N
Blanimuss

N
blangnia
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Comment on Parts of Speech Diagnostic Test:

Checking is best marked Verb; Adjective may be a popular response.
Confusion is likely.

That Is it a Pronoun or an Adjective? See Determiner.

library is a Noun, whether thought of as a modifier or part of
a compound.

doun is part of a separable verb.

his Usually possessive Pronoun. Hardly an Adjective. See determiner

am Adverb, but see qualifier

spelling not a gerund, actually

there Adverb, maybe. Expletive?

no Adjective, maybe. See Determiner

a Adjective, maybe. See Determiher

check-up With or without hyphen, a Noun.

before Adverb; not Preposition.

enough

to check Verb or what?

that Pronoun, without doubt
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III B. Introduction to Morphemics: One-day Lesson Plan

The form results from phcnomos combined into meaningful units. Those

units are called mata, moaning "forms." Some simple single morphs or meaning-

ful units of sound are boy /bay /, law /10/, cat /kaat/, laugh /1a3 f/ or /laf/.

Note that the removal of a phoneme from the morph destroys the nbrph or

meaningful unit of scund. Hero the teacher may want to use an analogy to

the chomical forms--H20=wator, something different from the component elements

in isolation.

A. Speak and liston

1. Toacher says several single morphs in isolation and leads students to

see that they arc meaningful unite of phonomos which cannot be sub-

divided without destroying their !sic meaning.

a. Teacher writes: in + by/ = frayi /w/ + /i/ + /IV = {4.7
This visualizes the hearing process.

b. Two or throe students at the board write the morphs in columns

separating the parts of spooch: noun, verb, adjective, adverb,

proposition. A simple workable list is: run, star, on, with, full,

no, crumb, grab, dance, opera, work, more, like.

c. Teacher adds mrphs to form now words, and often, now parts of

speech: runner, starred, upon, withhold, sorrowful, nothing,

crumby, crumble, grabbing, danced, operatic, homewolk, likeness.

2. Draw several genoralizations including:

a. Morphs added to morphs create now meanings and now relationships.

b. Parts of speech cannot dopond primarily upon meaning.

c. Some morphs can stand alone, are unbound, and others aro bound.
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B. Bound morphs

1. Isolate all the single morphs in the list on the board. Put in one

column the unbound or gm morphs and in another column tho bound morphs.

Now subdivide the bound morphs, placing those commonly used with verbs

to toll time in one column, and the others in another cUumn.

Isolate the single morphs in the following statements:

a. I chase a rat. I are chasing a rat. A rat is chased by no.

I chased rats. I have chased somo rats. Some rats have boon chased
by mo.

b. Ellen closes the door. Ellen is closing the door.

Tho door is being closed by Ellen.

Ellen has closed the door. Ellen had closod the door.

Ellen has been closing the door. Tho doorLis closed by Ellen.

Tho door was closed by Ellen. Tho door has been closed by Ellen.

The door had been closed by Ellen.

Doors are always being closed by Ellen. Ellen closes doors.

3. Generalize that the bound morphs in the above sentences are different

from such bound morphs as faa in operatic and ness in likeness. Tho

lattc, are called derivational suffixes and the former are called

inflectional suffixes.

C. Refine vocabulary

"Morph" = "form", tho result of combining phonemes into meaningful units.

"Allomorph" = "other" + "form", all the recognizable variations of a morph.

"Mbrphemo" = a gonoral =generic torn moaning all the recognizable

variations of a single MORPH, that is, the ALLOMORPHS.
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Illustration (on board):

MORPHEMICS

MORPHOLOGY

morphomo {earl

allomorphs

/kar/ /bah/ /10r/
/

i/

north 47(

is the study of morphs and their variations (allomorphs) in
living speech.

is the study of tho structuros of words including inflection,
derivation, and compounding.

The teacher should teach the infix: soo saw; man mon

The teacher may want to point out that the suprasegmental phonemes help to

form morphs in statements; they help to form the statements. FUrther, their

influence makes even a morph composed of a single phoneme a complex form in

context.

Example: I am her0e. I an here. I an here.



student sheet

VOCABULARY

Phone

Allophone

Phoneme is.

Illustration:

Morph is....0

Introduction to MORPHEMICS
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Examples: Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs Prepositions
(single morphs)

Derivations: Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs Prepositions

Bound morphs: ........

Unbound morphs: .......

Isolate the morphs in the sentbnce: I see a rat

I saw a rat

I saw some rats

Bound morphs are of two kinds: and

Unbound morphs may combine in a , distinguished by the

intonational pattern ........

Morpheme illustration:

Morphemics is OOOOO

Morphology is OOOOO
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TEST

Analyze the following sentence:

When the bugler blows the moss call, the hungry recruits respond

with alacrity.

1. List the structure or function words.

2. List thy form class words according to the class in which they belong.

a. (name form class)

b.

c.

d.

3. List the bases of the form class Itrrdz.

4. List the free forms.

5. List the bound forms.

6. List the profixos.

7. List the suffixes.

8. List the derivational suffixes.

9. List tho inflectional suffixes.

10. Define a word.
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III C.

WHO IS A VORD? INTRODUCTORY UNIT TO VOCABULARY STUDY,

The specific plan of this unit is to introduce Vocabulary
study in Orgel and Works' Building Word Power (Oxford: ) 9

which contains a groat deal of material on word origins, bases, otc.
However, the unit could easily be used without this text. Tho
terms introduced in the unit are as follows:

structuro word
form class word
base
affix, prefix, suffix
inflectional suffix, dorivational suffix
free form, bound form

I. Examine a sentence from Lesson 1 of Building Word Powor. Pick out
words that contain lexical moaning and thoso that contain structural
(grammatical, rolat±onal) moaning only. Examine the words that ham
lexical meaning, picking out bases, prefixes, and suffixes.

Example:

The speaker declared that, tho town officials, by failing to
provido sufficient playgrounds, abet juvonilo delinquency.

A. Which words contain lexical moaning? In other words, which

ones do not simply show grammatical relationship, but have dofinite

rt.:formic° to some clear idea in the real world and contain the basic

concepts of the sentence? (speaker, declared, town, officials,

failing, provide, sufficient, playgrounds, abet, juvenile, delinquency)

B. Which words do not contain lexical moaning? (the, that, the, by,

to) Notico that the chief function of these words is to show gram

matical relationship, or structural relationship, in the sentence.

Those wordr1 therofore aro called structure words.

C. Wo see, then, that there are two kinds of words, and we are

going to say much more about both those kinds later. But before

we do, let's continuo to look at the words of this sentence in order

to answer the question WHAT IS A WORD?

D. If wo examine tho words that contain lexical meaning, we soon

discover that many of them can bo broken into still smaller parts,

and that oach of those parts has its own moaning. (gkamine with the

class each of tho form class words. Have students pick out first

the element t4at contains the basic meaning, the base of the word.)
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After we have isolated the base of each word, what olomonts aro

left over? prefixes and suffixes) An element that is fastened

to a base is called an lima, a word that includes both prefixes

and suffixes. (Noto: prefix a- moans to)

E. Although you will not know tho moaning of every affix, you can

no doubt recognize some. Discuss these:

Profixos:
declaro consists of do- (completely) plus claro (to make clear)

abot consists of a- 76) plus _bet (to teas°, bait)
delinquency consists of do- (dem, away) plus linquonqy (to

loavo)

Suffixos:
-er moans ono who
-ed moans past tense verb form
-a, means plural noun
.1na moans pros ont tense verb form
-pit means he the quality of
-s means = al noun

roans adjective suffix
moans quality or state of being

F. Now we will go one stop further in answering the question WHAT

TS A UORD? Among the above suffixes, there are two kinds. Among

the many suffixes in the English language, there is a small but

very frequently used group whose purpose is to indicate grammatical

relationships. These aro called inflectional, suffixos. In tho

sontence we are examining, there are inflectional suffixos that

show grammatical foc...ures of tense and number. What are thoy?

(-ed, -s, -s) The root of the suffixes in this sentonco

are dorivational suffixos.

G. Bocause of the existence of the inflectional suffixes, it is

possible to classify the loxical words into groups called form

classes. We shall sco lator that this fact will help us to under-

stand more fully the idoa of parts of speoch by adding another part

to our definition. Right now, notice that thoro aro four form

classos: nouns, verbs, adjoctivos, and adverbs. At ono timo in

the history of tho English langurigo there wore hundreds of in-

floctional ondings that wore used with those four form classes; but

this aspect of our languago has boon greatly simplified, so that

todgy thoro aro only seven.

L...
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We have already idontifiod -ed as an inflectional ending. To

what part of speech does it belong? The vorb is tho most highly

inflected of the parts of spooch. Mat other endings dcos it have?

-s) Mat are the inflectional endings that nouns tako?

Adjectives and adverbs havo tho same two inflections. What arc they?

Place a summary of inflections on tho board, as follows:

Verbs Nouns
-s

Ad'octives and Adverbs

s (3rd sing.) :751.) or comparatiZT---
-ing (pros. Part) -se (posse) -oat (suporlativo)

-od (past Part.)

H. We have soon that whilo thoro are many suffixes, thoro arc only

sovon inflectional suffixos, all tho rest being dorivational. Hero

arc sumo ways you can distinguish botwoon dorivational and inflection-

al suffixes:

(1) Inflectional suffixos novor change tho part of speech of

a word to which they are addo4 walkvlwalks, 121110.0 and walk4d

are all verbs; boa and 12272A are all nouns; lam longer,

lon,est are all adjectives.

Derivational suffixes frequently do change the part of speech

of a word:

Example: declare (verb)

How many suffixes can you think of to add to this word?

7:hich ones change its part of speech? (declares, declared, Aeclarim%

are verbs; declaration is a noun; declarative is an adjective)

(2) Inflectional suffixes come last in a word. Derivational

suffixes do not have to come last; they may be followed by either

inflectional suffixes, derivational suffixes, or both. (See de-

clare to illustrate. declaration can become declarations, but

nothing more may be added.)

(3) Inflectional suffixes do not pile up. Only one ends a

word. Examplet provides, provided, providtao. But derivational

suffixes may pilo up: providence, providential, providentialb'etc.

(4) There are only sevon inflectional suffixes in Modern

English; there are hundreds of derivational duffixes,
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I. We have noticed somo important facts about inflectional suffixes

Now we may discover something about derivational suffixes. Refer

to sentencez Ftom speak we have speaker. How have we degcribed

the meaning of -or? Does this same ending attach to other nouns

with the same effoct on moaning? (Notice that this ending also

happens to be an inflectional suffix, but of course it means some-

thing entiroly different.) Rotor to othor words in Lesson I for

examples of derivational suffixos that form nouns from Other parts

of speech: -most (abatemont); (normality), -noss (abstrusonoEs).

Caution: Whon you are not vory familiar with a word, loo* it up

before adding a derivational suffix to it. Thoro is no pattern or

rule by which you can know which suffix to use if, for oxamplo,

you wish to ma co a noun from some other word. Thus if you aro not

caroful, it is oasy to use a word that doesn't exist. Etnmplos

How would you form nouns from the adjectives skoptical and futile?

If you did not look those up, you might use skopticalnoss and futile-

ness, on the analogy of many other words, liko graciousness and

(Although thoso forms aro in tho dictionary, skopticimm and futility,

are proforrod in most contoxts.)

Notico how different dorivational ondings are used to form

nouns from oach of the following adjoctivos:

Adjoctivo Noun

kind kindnoss
truo truth
ablo ability
hard hardship, hardnoss
faits() falsity, falsonosa

Wo cannot say kindhoodl trueshil), abloness, etc.

J. Now lot us look ono moro timo at our bases, Hero too wo can soo

a method of classification:

Wo havo soon that prefixes and suffixos must always bo attached

to a base; thoy novor appear alone, as words. Is tho same thing

truo of bases? Lot us oxamino some bases from our sontonco: spoakor,

declared, failin6, juvonilo, playgrounds. From this list wo can

obsorvo,Aho following:

(1) Somo bases. can stand alone. Which ones aro they? (speak,
fail, 144y, ground)
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(2) Othors cannot stand slow. juvon-)

Those that can stand alone wo call froo forms. Those that cannot

aro bound forms. In which category 'would wo place prefixes and

suffixos? All bases and affixes, thong aro either froo or bound

forms. The English language contains a limited number of affixod,

which could bo listed. It contrAns an inexhaustible list of bases,

both bound and froo forms, and now ones are continually being added.

I. Vici aro now approaching a definition of a word.

No doubt it soomo obvious to you whore a word begins and ends.

But it would not bo so obvious under certain circumstances. You

might havo boon born in a much oarlior period of history, before

thoro was an English languago at all, whon Grodk and Roman writing

consisted of letters strung togothor without spaces botwoon groups

of lottors. Or you might havo hoard your languago, but novor soon

it written, the situation of a small child or a parson whoso languago

has not been given a written form. Notico tho difficulty some

studonts have with spoiling such words as a lot, a whilo, and all

right. This results from tho fact that the whit() spaces botwoon

words in writing do not always rofloct oorrosponding brooks in tho

stream of spooch.

Tho process of separating sounds into word units is not perfect.

For oxamplo, if football is one word, whje is fountain, ion two?

store is listed in the dictionary as both dry store and drugstore.

Many such compound words are hyphonatod, but oven dictionaries have

probloms in deciding which onos. lhothor to write dr4r-clod as two

words, as a hyphonatod word, or as one solid word is simply a 'LW=

of convontion or usligt(; No matter which way such a unit is written'

it is :probably a word according to somo definitions and two words

according to othors.

For our present purposes, wu can do in() a word as any froo form

which consists of a singlo base, with or without prefixes or suf-

fixos.

If wo look for words in our sentence, wo notice the problem

already suggostod. In which word do wo coo this problem? (playgrounds)
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Mat do we usually call such forms in which there aro two bases?

(compound words) Notice that if wo call playgrounds ono word, wo

must also admit to our classification of "word" ice cream, postman,

football playor, Reg chair, arm chair, etc. We might also notico

one othor foaturo of such words. Mat is the difforonco botwoon

tho two items in each of tho following pairs?

a gold fiih

a Strong bgm

a singing studont

a gdidfish

a strong box

a singing studont

Notico that tho distinotion is entirely one of stress, which tiro shall

see later is an important signal in English.

Tho abovo situation indicates that wo will probably do bottor

to retain our original definition, ovon though we must then considor

goldfish and playground two words each instead of ono.

1. Using our definition, let us examine some of the possibilities

it includes, beginning with the base Lija.

kind

unkind

unkindness

unkindest

unkindnesses

kindness

kinder

kindnesses

base

prefix plus base

prefix plus base plus derivational suffix

prefix plus base plus inflectional suffix

prefix plus base plus derivational suffix
plus inflectional suffix

base plus derivational suffix

base plus infleotional suffix

base.plus.derivatienal suffix plus inflectional
suffix
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Exercises:

Exer. 1: The following bound forms are bases that combine with

numerous familiar prefixes to form words. Form at least three

words from each base by adding prefixes only.

Ar 1. -vent

2. -tend 5. -cede

3. -elude 6. -mit

Exer. 2: Form nouns from the following adjectives by adding or

changing the derivational suffix. Consult a dictionary if necessary.

4. -oept

1. good
2. intelligent
3. consistent
4. popular
5. averse

6. genuine
7. confident
8. affable
9. benign
10. green

Exer. 3: Form nouns from the following verbs by adding appropriate

derivational suffixes:

1. oonvey 6. remit

2. break 7. decide
3. employ 8. consecrate

4. sail 9. analyze
5. argue 10. prepare

Exer. 4: Form as many words as possible from each of the following

base adjectives by adding prefixes and derivational suffixes:

1. clear
g. sober
3. strange
4. rare
5. dead

Exer. 5: Form adjectives from each of the following nouns by using

an appropriate derivational suffix.

1. apathy
2. indifference
3. science
4. friend
5. study

Exer. 6: List the bases in

that may be called words in

they contain only one base.

6. anachronism
7. cducation
8. loth=
9. avarice
10. satire

the following items. Underline tho items

tho sense that they are free forms and



1. containors
2. profixation
3. baseball
4. lighthouso-koopor
5. embankment

6. footman
7. unbelieving
8. anybody
9. night watchman
10. invader
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Exor. 7: In the following list citolo oach ieloctional suffix

and underline each dorivational suffix.

1. bricks
2. friondliost
3. pained
4. riotousnoss
5. boautifiors

6. nastily
7. growths
8. artistic
9. activitios

10. invader

Exor. 8: Analyze the following sontonco as follows:(1) What are

tho structure words? (2) What aro tho form class words? (3) What

aro the basos? (4) Which ono') are frog forms? (5) bound forms?

(6) What aro the profixos? (7) What aro the suffixes? (8) doriva-

tional suffixes? (9) inflectional auffixos?

Mon tho buglor blows the moss call, tho hungry rocruits

respond with alacrity.



III D Derivational Suffixes

Objectives:

1. To increase the student's awareness of these suffixes as grammatical
signals.

2. To serve as a spelling aid, by presenting the student with examples of
analogous spellings (e.g.: occurrence and abhorrence: To my abhorrence,
I learned to spell occurrence).

3. To illustrate the ease with which words in English can cross form class
lines.

4. To show one source of the word wealth of English, some words chaning
their form class and others modifying their shape and taking on a new
meaning within the original form class.
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5. To show that etymological information in dictionaries can help to sharpen
one's tnderstanding of a word.

6. To facilitate the study of some foreign languages.

The kists of suffixable (note the "live" suffix here) words on pp. 79-81

can be used for various purposes and in various ways. Just showing the

lists to certain students might be enough to establish the value of knowing

uuffixes. For others, work with selected suffixes (-ance and -ence, for example)

might be desirable. Some students might find it profitable to work their way

through all these suffixes (even to memorize some of them) in,conjunction

with other work on each of the form classes.

Some methods of using the noun list are suggested below.

Exercise I. For this exercise the teacher could write in one column the
six listed suffixes (p. 79) by which a verb can become a
noun. In a second column, intermixed and in their verb form,
he could put as many of the verbs as he though necessary to
make his point.

To the student:

1. What one form class do all the words in the second column belong to? (Be
sure you look at a sufficient number of words before you answer.)

2. Attach a suffix from the first column to each of the words in the second
column, in accordance with good English usage. Attach several if the word
permits. (Watch your spelling: in certain words It may be necessary to
drop or to double a consonant, to drop or to change a vowel. Check your
dictionary if in doubt.)



3. What form class do the newly produced words belong to?--Take careful note

of the suffixes that did the job: they are characteristic endings of the

form class just produced.

(The teacher may wish to point out at this time that there are other suffixes

by which verbs become nouns-- -(a)tion is a common one: of celebrate, migrate,

etc. -- but that these other suffixes mark other form classes as well as mouns.)

4. Do carriage and marriage illustrate the addition of a suffix to a word in

the original form class? Cheek the etymologies of these words in a good

dictionary. See also the etymology of flowage.

Exercise II. Exercises II and III can be set up in the same manner that

Exercise I was.

To the student:

1. Same
2. as for

3. Exercise I

Exercise III
1. Same
2. as for
3. Exercise I

4. Could lobster, holster, huckster, monster, or widower fit into one

of the above word lists? Check the etymologies of these words.

Check teamster as well.

5. Name 2 (or more) additional suffixes, not treated in Exercises

which allow a word to change from some other form class into a noun.

Illustrate the change.

6. Are any of the suffixes treated in these exercises "live" ones? If

yes, illustrate.

After concluding the study of characteristic suffixes for any one form class,

the teacher might contrast these derivational suffixes with inflectional

suffixes, pointing out (among other differences) that though we have many,

many derivational suffixes and though the language continually adds new ones

and renews old ones -- (consider -naut and -nik, if the class hasn't brought

them up already) - -we have few inflectional suffixes and are in no hurry to

add to them. Gleason points out that Al Capp wanted the plural of schmoo to

be schmoon and that he used that plural form often and clearly --but without

effect.



Noun Suffixes

Suffixes added to verbs to make nouns

- -age coinage, flowage: cleavage: postage: equipage: breakage

-ence occurrence: submergence: abhorrence: difference: precedence

-ante attendance: assistance, defiance2 entrance: avoidance:
*admittance: forbearance: conveyance: contrivance

- er writer, singer: helper, dancer: talker: boiler, sailor:
fighter: thinker: farmer: player: follower: lighter

- ee nominee: lessee, divorcee: assignee, devotee, payee: draftee

-went inducement, adjustment, development: adornment, employment,
chastisement: infringement, indictment: acknowledgment:
payment: agreement, argument

Suffixes added to adjectives to make nouns

-(en)ce turbulence: affluence: decadence: iridescence: ebullience
-** somnolence: convenience, independence, frequence

-(an)ce distance, vigilance: brilliance: repugnance, abundance

-cy frequency, accuracy, buoyancy, normalcy, delicacy, fluency
stridency, expediency: pliancy: relevancy

-ity jollity: humidity, homogeneity: clarity, maturity: purity:
insipidity, vitality: mediocrity: reality: civility, familiarity

-ness sadness: Godliness, coolness: redness: feebleness: darkness:
boldness, rudeness, happiness, hopelessness

Suffixes added to nouns to make other nouns

- cy presidency: magistracy, transparency, advocacy: democracy

- er potter, forester: draper: hammerer: nailer, liner, outfielder

- ian musician: electrician, beautician: tactician: logician,
politician: mathematician: librarian

- ism Communism, Puritanism, Catholicism, Americanism, journalism,
heroism: vandalism, criticism, monarchism, gangsterism

-ist cellist, impressionist, scientist, chiropodist, pianist: artist
violinist: physicist

- ship kinship, chairmenship, leadership: companionship, township,
courtship, statesmanship: friendship, professorship

-ster teamster, mobster, tipster, trickster: gamester, roadster

*In common school dialect, this verb does not need a suffix for noun use:
"He got an admit from the dean." Note the shift in stress.

**These suffixes seem to attach themselves to adjectives ending in /t/.
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-ate --added chiefl to bound stems and to a few nouns

graduate, deliberate, exaggerate, investigate, precipitate, machinate,

implicate, alienate, exasperate, repudiate, dominate, retaliate, humiliate,

contaminate, circulate (note noun derivatives in -ation)

-ize --added to bound stems, nouns, adjectives
subsidize, harmonize, aggrandize, summarize, generalize, jeopardize,

utilize, monopolize, minimize, apologize, eulogize, pulverize, immortalize

-fy ,_--added to stems,.jjcl...toxlectivesrootsar

modify, fectify, revivify, intensify, deify, verify, mystify, amplify,

mortify, liquefy, beautify

-ish --added to bound stems
abolish, demolish, admonish, embellish, punish, varnish, finish, furnish,

languish

-en --added to one-s liable ad ectives soue nouns a few bound stems

harden, blacxen, worsen, fasten, lessen, sweeten, heighten, lengthen,

strengthen, stiffen, sharpen

and one prefix:

en- --added mainly to nouns but also to verbs lus a few ad ectives

and stems
enforce, enhance, endure, entrance, enclose, encircle, enlist, encumber,

enlighten, endear, engross

AdjectiVe Suffixes:

-y (added to one- and two-syllable nouns and bound stems

rusty, corny, soapy, muddy, dirty, lousy, watery, icy, feathery, sugary,

blistery, buttery, juicy, greasy, holy

-al added to nouns and bound stems)
national, regional, doctoral, personal, clerical, fatal, secretarial,

vestigial, bestial

-able (added to verbs and bound stens)
washable, adaptable, lamentable, teachable, curable, obtainable, perishable,

adjustable, viable, portable, capable

-ful and -less (added to nouns)
childless, peerless, merciless, joyless, iopeless, fearless, homeless,

,respectful, beautiful, bountiful, colorful, joyful, cheerful, careful,

thoughtful, shameful -- (handful, spoonful)

-oua (_nouns and bound stems)

linear, honorary, columnar, popular, customary, literary, poetic, heroic,

comic, climatic, metallic, boyish, mulish, bookish, freakish, childish,

obvious, ambiguous, rigorous, capricious, famous
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- ent and -ive (verbs and bound stems)
ardent, indulgent, pertinent, convenient, furtive, incisive, active,

cursive, native

-en (nouns)
golden, ashen, woolen, waxen, wooden, oaken

- ed (verbs, nouns, bound stems)
bearded, moneyed, ragged, rugged, aged

- ing (verbs)
interesting, exciting, revealing, tiring, pleasing

-ly (nouns and bound stems
friendly, orderly, mannerly, homely, ugly

One final point -- unrelated to what has gone before, but interesting and

perhaps useful in amther connection. A way to illustrate that our prestige

dialect is not inherently illogical!! and thereby superior to other dialects

is to note that oxen -- a lost sheep among plurals -- is nonlogical not only

in its near-uniqueness but also in its lack of parallelism with phonologically

related forms like box, fox, and ax. "Logically," the plural should be

/aksiz/. Students might find it revealing to ask themselves if this form

"sounds logical!! to them.
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III E. ESSff OF DEFINITION.

Procedure for Use of Parts of Speech Material in Essay of Definition

Introduction:

A frequent compositionassigamentin senior English courses is the essay

of definition. This brief unit is intended to suggest ways in which the parts

of sppech materials can be used as subject matter for this kind of writing

assignment. To be most effective, this unit should follow the study of the parts

of speech. In addition, both the one;- paragraph logical definition assignment

and the four-to-six paragraph essay of rhetorical definition should be used.

Both we teachers and our students night share some of Alice's bewilder-

ment when confronted with the problem of definition:

"There's glory for yowl"

"I don't know what you mean by 'glory,'"' Alice said.

Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. "Of course you don't- -
till I toll you. I meant 'there's a nice knockdown argument for you.'"

"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knockdown are ent,'" Alice
objected.

"When I use a word," Humpty said in rather a scornful tone, "it means
just what I choose it to mean -- neither more nor less."

"The question is," said Alico, "whothor you ca n make words moan so
many different things."

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be mastor--
that's all."

(Lewis Carroll, =mil the Looking Glass, Ch. VI.)

Although the composition books used in senior English courses suggest

various methods of presenting the idea of definition, the following is offered

as'a valid approach--ono to which the definitions in the parts of sppoch unit

are applicable.
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Objectives:

1. To teach techniques of the essay of definition.

2. To provide a useful body of related subject natter for the essay
of definition.

3. To provide opportunity for tho student to bring together, organize,
and present his understanding of tho newer concepts of language.

What is commonly called real definition is concerned with what a word stands

for, as opposed to nominal definition, which is concerned with the etymology

of a word. Two primary typos of real definition are the logical definition

and the rhetorical definition.

In a logical definition the subject is defined concisely in a pattern

that may be expressed in the following formula:

subject of definition = class (genus) + differentia (o)

example:

noun ; form-class word + inflectional suffixes
derivational suffixes
positioning: before verb,

after determiner

In its development the essay of rhetorical definition nay unploy the pattern

of the logical definition; however, the rhetorical devUopment extends the

meaning of the subject. One or more of the following methods aro used' to

develop this extended dofinition:

k. Examples or illustrations
B. Comparison and contrast
C. Analysis (dividing the subject into its parts)
D. Description
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PROBLEM IN LOGICAL DEFINITION

1. Definition too Inclusive or too occlusive:

Read the following definition of a verb:

A verb is a word that indicates action or state of being.

Since many nouns in English "indicate action," this definition seems too

broad and possibly ambiguous. Words like t.122ra cmd climb and hike "indicate"

or "name" actions. By form and position tests we see that all three can be

nouns.

Example: ,u (uninflected) lumps (noun plural) FORM

Their iunps were record-breaking. POSITION

Compare this definition of a verb with the one stated above:

The formal characteristics of the verb are .s, -od, or

equivalents. It occurs in verb phrases usually after tho

auxiliary; in statements it comes after the subject; in questions

and commands it is often first.

Identify the problem in this definition:

A linguist is one who studies pronouns.

Obviously a linguist's field of study is not this narrow. Is this

definition an irprovemont?

A linguist observes and describes the system of a language or

languages, their elements, constructions, and comploxitios.

2. Circular dofinition:

Road the following definition:

Usage study is the study of tho use of words.

What have you learned from this definition? Is the next one clearer?

Usage study is concerned with the conventions of appropriate speaking

and writing in a particular situation.
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AVOID problems of inclusiveness, exclusiveness, and circularity in

composing logical definitions.

TOPICS FOR LOGICAL DEFINITIONS (ONE PARAGRAPH)

A. One fora -class word (noun, verb, adjective, or adverb)

B. A structure word (proposition, conjunction, auxiliary)

TOPICS FOR RHETORICAL ESSLY OF DEFINITION (FOUR TO SIX PLiii,GLPHS)

A. Inflections in English

B. Derivational affixes (Limit to one or two form-class wcrds)

C. Grammar and UsLge

D. Lexical and structural meanings

Bibliography:

Connolly, Francis X. A Rhetoric Case Book. New York: Harcourt, Brace,
& Co., 1958.

Perrin, Porter G. Writer's Guido and Index to En lish, 4th Ed.
Chicago: Scotts Foresman and Company, 19 5. pp. 98-104.
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III F. INTRODUCTION to a senior unit on

PARTS OF SPEECH and DEFINITION

The mention of "parts of speech", no new subject for twolfth graders, is

likoly to provoke phonetic variations like "phooey" and "ugh." Every teacher

since fourth grade has given approval to universally ropeated definitions:

"A noun is a name of a person, place, or thing" and "A verb expresses action,

being, or state of being." The student usually sees no possible reason for

challenging this judgment e tie superiors on "grammar," a dead subject

anyway.

The new approaches to language with new definitions for parts of spooch

use a new vocabulary to express now concepts. So for self-prosorvation, the

twelfth grader in any school nay feel it necessary to challenge any threat to

the "old grammar" and to question the Tau° of all this new learning, even

though ho believes the familiar grammar to bo dead.

Teachers recognizo all this. But thoro are further problems. Most high

schools have en established curriculum, old books on the wolves, and many

teachers well satisfied with the status glo. And if the teacher is in a school

with a special curriculum, tho problem of introducing the "now grammars" may

be formidable indeed.

These wore the problems that evoked this unit. Tho high school whoro

this unit was doveloped is essentially a college preparatory institution.

There "liberal arts" is the key to the direction of all courses. The school

aims to stimulate logical inquiry and critical analysis, to free tho student

for personal evaluations based on objective facts soon in a frame of meaningful

reference. Theso materials were dosignod to moot the particular requiremonts

of the liberal arts high school and its faculty, and to challongo student thought

by introducing the now linguistics work into a conservative, traditional curriculum.
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The material in this unit has boon "re-formed" to moot these needs. Like the

mat trials of any science, linguistics offers the creative teacher new means

to meet old floods.

To most neophytes the "now grammars" are a maze of details, each apparently

indispensable. Unfortunately, teacher and student alike nay be unable to soo

the forest for the trees. By placing the new into old frames of referenco--

parts of speech and definition--this unit allows a kind of double perspective,

a new look at details of language from the point of view of definition. This

double perspective liberally challenges unthinking acceptance by evoking logical,

spoevlativo, and evaluative judgment.

Fu instance, application of logical principles to conventional school

grammar can expose "holes" through which the new grammar may gain entrance.

To cite one oxamplo, the definition of noun is a classic of circularity.

Etymologically it traces to the Latin for name, and the definition really says

that a nano is a name° Conventional school, grammars, in an attempt to mako such

broad generality more oxplicit, have extended the definition by enumeration:

A noun is a "namo" of a porson(girl, mar4 lady, Bill, Tom,
Oscar Hammerstein, Amelia Earhart), place (city, town, ocean, hills,
the Grew Mountains, Chattanooga, Isthmus of Panama, Lake Ontario),
thing (table, book, automobile, tooth, chalkboard, M.S. George
Washington, United States Building), event (hike, race, assassination,
oarthquake, election, promotion, Olympics), or concept (justice, love,
charity, goodness, evolution, accomplishment). Certain kinds of
nouns based on verbs designate actions ("His running," "Her writing,"
"Their, pwimming," "The dog's barking"); vorbal nouns ending in the
suffix -in arc called gerunds.

Such an extension is obviously a lexical "exorcise in futility,"

especially when one English word can grammatically function as several parts

of spooch. Name itself can function as a noun, a verb, and a noun modifier,

to name only most obvious functions.

The gam is Mary.
Name the members.
Ho is the name-caller.

Note the complication of caller, a noun formed from a verb.
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The history of English school grammar exposes the speculative and practical

causes for present grammatical confusion. Grammar, even etymologically, leads

to ancient Greek philosophers and Greek literature. Until the nineteenth

century, European and American linguists were basically Platonic in their

assumptions. Broad scholarship during the late 18th and the 19th centuries led

linguists to more Aristotelian conclusions about language, its nature and the

proper methodology for its study.

These historically divergent approaches can be dramatized through two

English poets and a rose. Gertrude Stein and William Shakespeare stroll together

through an English rose garden. Miss Stein, gazing at the floral emblem of

England, murmurs her circular lino: "A rose is a rose is a..1.1. With raised

brow Mr. Shakespeare says: "A rose by any other name would smell as sweet."

From the point of time and numbers, Miss Stein holds the stronger

argumentative position. She seems to agree with Plato's Crhtylus from the

dialogue Cratvlus* that "roseneas" is somehow reflected in the nano "rose")

the name is an imperfect imitation of reality. The Platonic assumption has

controlled western grammars since the tine of the HellonistsDionysius Thrax,

100 B.C. All seemed to agree with the Greeks that Greek is the "pure" and

"perfect" language and to reason that Latin must be a corruption. Contemporary

vernaculars, therefore, must be kept within "reasonable," limits. So after

the Renaissance, the French established the Academy and the English wrote

prescriptive school grammars.

Lindley Murray's English Grammar, Adapted, to the Different Classes of

Learners
)
popularly "Americanized" this grammar and established it in the

school systems. Murray's rule for "Perspicuity" was recently laid to rest.

* Sea Appendix
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A clerk noted in the margin of a manuscript that Winston Churchill had an

indiscreet preposition reposing at the end of a sentence. Churchill wittily

responded: "This is errant pedantry, up with which I will not put."

But the tradition of school grammars is not so easily disposed of. Per-

haps they can be wisely displaced by another tradition equally respectable in

origin and better related to the r Mity of English today. And today, more

than ever, linguistic fantasy a mass media is powerful.

History shows that the Pl, onie assumption can lead to disaster or inanity.

In terms of "a rose is a rose," "a teenager is a teenager" and "that is that."

Tragically,"a Jew is a Jew" led some 6,000,000 helpless people to the death

chambers of Nazi Germany. Inanely, similar generalities lead millions of

Americans to buy what they do not need as if they were buying happiness:

"Duz does everything."

Mr. Shakespeare's "A rose by any other name would smell as sweet"

suggests a realistic Aristotelian view. Aristotle starts with the "material"

Greek form class words, nouns and verbs, from what modern linguists
of the language--sound -and proceeds to distinguishAcall structure words.

Edward Sapir, in his classic Languago, establishes the basic compatibility

between modern structuralists and the Aristotelian tradition. Both Bart with

"the speech element" and both consider the relation between word and referent

as an arbitrary convention.

The following short unit is meant as one means of transition from

conventional grammar to the now grammars. Applying the Aristotelian tests to

a definition of one English form class--the noun--the unit is a step toward

using, modifying, and supplementing conventional school grammar without

warping the truth it does hold.
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NOTE TO THE STUDENT

It has been said that modern technology produces gadgets that only a genius

could originate, but that any fool can operate. language is more complicated

than any product of technology, yet it can be operated by most six-year-olds.

Every native speaker early masters the sound system, the words and sentence

patternsiso that he,can with the ease of pushing a button express wants:

"I wanna wear my red one"; ask questions: "What makes birds fly?"; and indulge

deeper musings: "Once I can road I'll bo as smart as the grownups." So ho

goes to school and Larne to road.

Soon after entering the intermediate grades ho begins to learn sonothing

about his language. Ho begins to analyze sentences and ho learns the parts of

speech. Dpring high school ho uses grammar sometimes, for correct usage. But

by the senior year he probably has joined the ranks of the skeptics: "What good

is grammar anyway?"

Tho purpose of the following exorcises is to logically probe, to hold

definition, its nature, rules, and kinds)up to the convontiontl school

definition of noun: "the name of a person, place, or thing." With this

logical wedge, the complexity and fluidity of the English structure system

may "show." And insights could load to creative mastery. At the least,

insights excite appreciation.
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FIRST LESSON:

This lesson consists of a series of wcercisos, each logically probing the

English definition of noun from a different direction. Studonts will need a

collegiate dictionary.

1. This exorcise uses a bit of comparative linguistics to establish the

comparative inadequacy of the English definition and to indicate the basic

structural differenco between an inflected language and English.

A. Find tho definition of noun used in a Latin text. Then write the
following sentences in that language.

1. Children sing songs.

2. Childron sing ma a song.

3. Do children sing songs?

4. Songs will be sung to me by the children.

5. Childron sang songs to mo.

B. Quostions:

1. Which sentences have more wordsthe English or the Latin?

2. What happens to the word erdor in the Latin version?

3. What seems to be the significant difforonco between Latin and
English words? Ignore, of course, the vocabulary.

4. Does the Latin definition of noun accurately describe the Latin nouns?

5. Does tho English definition rosorable the Latin definition?

6. In what significant way does the English definition diffor from the
Latin definition?

7. Why is the English definition so woak?

8. Do you have any suggestions to improve the English definition?

2. This exorcise uses the dictionary to omtablish the nature of dofinition.

Than it provides a working critique to evaluate particular definitions,

in this caso the definition of the English noun.
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A. Trace the etymology of define. Then relate this history to the
present maaning of the term.

B. Five rules govern definition:

1. The definition must be interchangeable with .thy; term defined, neither
too broad (man is a mammal) nor too narrow (man is Tom Smith).

2. The definition must be clearer than the tern defined. (Clarity is
relative to the audience. Technical terms may clarify a. tern for
a group of specialists.)

3. The definition must not include the term defined.

4. The definition should bo affirmative. (To say what a thing is not
nay be a "last ditch stand." Ordinarily, to say that carrots are
not peas or steak is to start a subtracting process that could
proceed ad infinitum).

5. The definition should be brief and arranged according. to genus and
difference. (Genus and difference are explained more fully in the
next section of the unit. At this point it may suffice to give
examples of every-day classifying of items. Arrange a grocery list
into like items and than "define" each item. Clean the attic and
arrange items. Then try to "define" the groups of items and the items
in each group. Clean your dresser and arrange the items in each
drawer. Then "define" the items.)

C. Questions:

1. Apply these rules, one by one, to the English definition of noun.

2. Apply these rules, one by one, to the Latin definition.

3. Why is the English definition so weak?

4. Do you have any suggestions to improve the English, definition?

3. The conventional school definition of noun is based on lexical meaning.

To sou butter the inadequacy of the lexical base for grammatical definition,

consider the ton Aristotelian categories which include all matters of

external reality.

A. The ten categories aro:

1. Substanco--What is it?

2. Quality--What kind is it?
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3. QuantityHow much of it?

4. Action--What is it doing?

5. RelationWhat am its connections?

6. ReceptionWhat is ha,vening to it?

7. Position--What arc: the relations of its parts?

8. PlaceWhere is it?

9. TimingWhen?

10. Vostition--Is it covered?

B. Place each

Example:

of these words

Action,

in asimany appropriate categories as possible.

Timing, Substance, Quantitycuts- -

actor lead courage wound laugh vision
actors leador courageous wounds laughs visualize
acting leaders encourage wounded laughter envision
actor's leader's encouraged wound's laughing visiblo
act
acts

loaders'
leading

encouraging wounds'
wounding

laughed

C. Select some words you consider to have clear moaning. Place those
words into as many categories as possible. Then form derivatives
of those words and place the derivatives in as many categories as
possible.

Examplo: man: Substance, Quantity, Quality, Action, Timing,
manly: Quality
man: Substance, Quantity, Relation
panning: Action, Timing

D. Use some of the words you have categorized in different sentenco
positions. Does position Gffect meaning?

.Example: Act I is ready.
Act correctly.
She will; t the part..
He*wants to act the part of the hero.

Does position affect the part of speech?

E. Does "meaning," lexicon, provide a logical basis for defining parts
of speech? Soe B., C., and D. above.
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SECOND LESSON: Toward a Now Definition of Noun

Knowing the nature of dofinition and some practical logical rules prepares

for considoration of the possible kinds of definition. Thoro are a limited

number.

Kinds of Definition:

I. Nominal
A. Etymological
B. Vernacular

III. Essential
A. According to the four senses

1. Efficient cause
2. Final cause
3. Material cause
4. Formal cause

B. According to genus and difforenco

1. Genus
2. Difference

II. Descriptive
A. Through a group of contingents

B. Through a property

In defining dein° the dictionary used tho two kinds of nominal definition:

etymological and vernacular. Etymology is a fascinating and enlightening

study. It traces the history of a word "by pointing out the root or primitive

upon which it is based." Etymological study led ninoto,mth-century linguists

to trace families of languages and to place English on the Gormauic branch of

the Indo-Europoan family troo. Etymological study by the ancients was more

fanciful. Platonists reasoned that if words imitate the inner reality of. the

things named, then tracing a word to its ultimate source will reveal the inner

reality of the thing roforrod to. For example, the essence of robin must lie

hidden in its source, the French, diminutive of Robert. loggskomy must have

some "real" connection with the reality of 201. This theory led to the

exercise of ingenuity, but with obvious shortcomings.

Vernacular definition follows etymological in the dictionary. It gives

the popular usage(s) of a term, tho common native moanings(s). In the

vernacular, ono word may have several current meanings, that is, it may bo

oouivocal. Equivocal terms should be made univocal, to signify one moaning,

in a particular context. Example: /rayt/
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You are rte: 2 and 2 equals 4.
Turn right at the next cornor.
rite your namu here.

The playwrighl is coming.
The Baptism rite was in church.

Vernacular terms nay be classified according to social acceptability as

standard or substandard. Example of a standard question and a substandard

answer: "Are you coming?" "No, I aira." Notice that the substandard answer

is clear, unmistakably so. But it may bar the speaker fronfa certain social group.

The second kind of definition is descriptive. There are two kinds of

descriptive definition: according to a group of contingents or according to

a property. Contingents are non-ossertial qualities. For example: Man is a

blue-eyed blond about six foot tall who attends school from the age of six.

The list of contingents hero is obVious4 inadequate, and oven misleading.

Definitions according to Rmazty are more exact and therefore more difficult.

A proporty is a unique quality that is a rosult of the very nature of a thing.

For example: Man is an upright mammal capable of humor. Humor is proper to

man bocauso it is an oxprossion of intolligonco. But humor cannot bo the

nattre because if man were humorous by nature his humanity would cease at a

funeral.

Essential dofinition attempts to indicate the very nature or essence of

a thing. Tho two kinds of ossontial definition are through the four causes and

through genus and difforonco. For oxamplo:

The scissors? I moan the silver thing on the blue book on the piano.

This dofinition may idontify the particular scissors but it is not essential

to scissors to bo silver, on a blue book, or on a piano.

Tho scissors? I moan the cutting instrument that works like a

shears. It has two intersecting blades.

This definition more nearly approaches idontifying what any scissors is.
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One way to give an essential definition is to account for the causes.

Cause is anything which produces an effect or result. Cause maybe

remote or proximate. Four kinds of causes help to recount for the nature

of a thing: gifigild, final, pateriall and formal. This all sounds

much more difficult than it is. For example: Sue knows ToM would like

a devil's food birthday cake. So this is her goal, the purpose she has

in mind when she looks through her recipes. This final cause, determines

the materials she uses, materials quite different from those in an angel

food cake. With the final cause determined and the material at

hand, Sue forms, the cake. She combines the materials according to

recipe in a certain order and way; she cooks the* in certain tins at a

certain tepperattre fcr a certainlengt4 of time. When the cake cools,

Sue covers it with a creamy frosting. And when Tom bites into the moist

flaky devil's food cake, he knows that Sue has been an efficient cook;

she is the efficient cause of his birthday cake. In summary:

Efficient cause is the agent who produces the effect.

Final cause is the purpose or goal for which the thing is made.

*aerial cause is that of which the thing is made.

Formal cause is the structure of the material that determines

the kind of thing it actually is.

Every theory of language attempts to account for the causes of language.

Possibly because of the vastness of the subject, some have emphasized one

or two at the expense of the others. It may be of interest to investigate:

How have the Platonists (analogises) accounted for the four causes?
How have the Aristotelians (anomalists)2
How have the nominalists?
How have the advocates of other theories --the "bow-arrow" theory?

the "pooh -pooh" theory? the "ding -dong" theory? the itfolk-heron
theory?

Look up other theories of language and account for the four causes.
What would Aristotle and Sapir say about each of these theories?
What do you say?

Analogists historically assumed that ancient inflected languages were more
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perfect than later vernacular languages that tended to drop inflections.

This assumption resulted in grammnrians trying to force English into

classical. grammatical forms. Consequently the description of the formal

cause of English based on the true paterial cause of English was largely

ignored until recently. Significant studies were done by Curme, Jespersons

Kruisinga, Poutsmas and Long who laid the foundation for later structural

ists, scholars of the formal and material causes of English grammar.
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Perfect essential definition according to g nus and specific, difference

is considered logically perfect because it indicates in the most simple and

exact manner the nature of the thing dofined. Genus (relate to "general")

is a "class of objects." For definition, the genus should be proximate,

that is, the smallest group class containing similar species. To put

"square" in the genus of "geometric figure" is not to put it in the most

proximate genus. Genus minmal is not proximate for man. &Iglu is "a

class of individuals having common attributes and designated by a comma

name." "Snails" may be considered as genus or species according to the

final subdivision sought. "Snails" is genus if you want to name further

subdivisions of snails: salt-water snails, fresh -water snails, . Chinese

snails, Amorican snails, etc. To separate species, from genus, it is

necessary to note a specific difference. Specific, difference, is that

characteristic of a class which distinguishes it from other classes in the

same genus. Some examples of perfect definition are given, but more are

easily found in the dictionary. More fUn, make up your own.

(species)"Squaro" is a rectangle (genus) with equal-sides (difference).

(specie:3)1%am," is "any of several fleet equine mammals, allied to the

horse and the ass (genus), but with dark stripes on a white or

'Puffy ground" (difference).
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This outline of possible definitions is meant to be indicative. As Paul

Roberts says in Undorstanding Grammar, "Thousands of English words have no

proper part of speech, but rather several possibilitios." This outlino

should clarify the relationships of possible kinds of,definition and thereby

help the studont soo more clearly the contributions of scientific grammar

to an understanding of the most complex and comprehensive of human arts --

language.

I. Nominal definition
A. Etymological: ME fr AF noun fr OE nun fr L Nonen meaning name.

B. Vernacular: "name of a person, place, or thing."

II. Essential definition

A. Through causes
1. Efficient cause: English - spooking man

2. Final cause: communication, sharing of knowlodgo and oxporionco

3. Material cause: sounds phononea aid morphemes

4. Formal cause: structure of phonomos and morphemes to make

utterances

B. Through genus and difforonco

1. Gonus: English nominala
2. Difference: special forms to signal plural and possessive,

soe III bolow.

III. Descriptive definition

A. Inflections
1. Inflections to signal plural

2. Inflections to signal possossive

S. Doterminers: tho, a/an, my, your, our, their, ate.

C. Derivational affixes (too numerous to list)

D. Certain positions in relation to vorbs and other idontifiablo parts

of speech

Summary descriptive definition of noun:
A noun is any word belonging to an infloctional sorios which is

built, liko man, manta, mon, monis or boy, boy's, toys, boys',

on either or jath of the contrasts between singular and plural

numbers and between common and possossivo cases, and on no othor

contrasts. (Janos Slodd, b &oil Introduction to EnRlish Grammar, 70)



Appendix: A

Plato Cratylus (translated by B. Jewett)

The dialogue is a dramatic argument with sides personified. Hermogenes, one

character: represents sophists who claim that names are purely conventional: a

devised system for social communication. The main character: Socrates, points

out that Hermogenes fails to consider the basis for the convention..ahere did

the convention come from? Cratylus: representing another group of sophists:

believes that a name is either "true" and "natural" or no name at all.

Socrates mediates the extreme views of Her ogenes and Cratylus with a rational

conceptualism that to Americans of the 20th century seems terribly artificial.

Socrates reasons that words are workp of art, "made" by the inventive dialec-

tician to express "truth" and then approved by the legislator. Words are not

perfect imitations of nature because sound imitation is limited and because

chance conventions step in.
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This somewhat satirical dialectic exposes the bases of much linguistic specula-

tion for 2,000.years. Hermogenes, with some sense of exasperation: presents

his dispute with Cratylus to Socrates:

Her. I should explain to you: Socrates: that our friend Cratylus has been

arguing about names; he says that they are natural and not conventional; not

a portion of the human voice which men agree to use; but that there is a

truth or correctness in them, which is the same for Hellenes as for barbarians.

Whereupon I ask him: whether his own name of Cratylus is a true name or not:

and he answers 'Yes.' And Socrates? 'Yes.' Then every man's name: as I tell

him: is that which he is called. To this he replies - -'If all the world were

to call you Hermogenes, that would not be your name.' And when I am anxious

to have a further explanation he is ironical and mysterious: and seems to

imply that he has a notion of his own about the matter: if he would only tell:

and could entirely convince MB: if he chose to be intelligible. Tell me:

Socrates: what this oracle means; or rather tell me, if you will be so good:

what is your own view of the truth or correctness of names: which I would far

sooner hear.

Soc. Regarding the name as an instrument: what do we do when we name?

Her. I cannot say:
Soc. Do we not give information to one another: and distinguish things

according to their natures?

Her. Certainly we do.
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Soc. Then a name is an instrument of teaching and of distinguishing natures:
as the shuttle is of distinguishing the threads of the web.

Her. Yes.
O 00000000
Soc. Then: Hermogenes: not every man is able to give a name: but only a maker

of names; and this is the legislator: who of all skilled artisans in the
world is the rarest.

Her. True.
O 00000000
Soc. Then as to names: ought not our legislator also to know how to put the

true natural name of each thing into sounds and syllables: and to make
and give all names with a view to the ideal name: if he is to be a namer
in any true sense? And we must remember that different legislators will
not use the same syllables...the material may vary: and still the instru-
ment be equally good of whatever ..made: whether in Hellas or in a foreign
country;--there is no difference.

Her. Very true.
O 00000000
Soc. Then: Hermogenes: I should imagine this giving of names to be no such

light matter as you fancy: or the work of light or chance persons; and
Cratylus is right in saying that things have names by nature: and that
not every man is an artificer of names: but he only who looks to the name
which each thing by nature has: and is able to express the true forms of
things in letters and syllables.

000000000
Her. I wish you would tell me: Socrates: what SC...6 of an imitation is a name?

Soc. In the first place: I should reply: not a musical imitation: though that
is also vocal; nor: again: an imitation of what music imitates; these:
in my judgment: would not be naming. Let me put the matter as follows:
All objects have sound and figure: and many have colour?

Her. Certainly.
Soc. But the art of naming appears not to be concerned with imitations of this

kind; the arts which have to do with them are music and drawing?

Her. True.
Soc. Again: is there not an essence of colour and sound as well as of anything

else which may be said to have an essence?
Her. I should think so.
Soc. Well: and if any one could express the essence of each thing in letters

and syllables: would he not express the nature of each thing?

Her. Quite so.
O 00000000
Soc. That objects should be imitated in letters and syllables: and so find

expression: may appear ridiculous but it cannot be avoided--there is no
better principle to which we can look for the truth of first names.
Deprived of this we must have recourse to divine help: like the tragic
poets: who in any perplexity have their gods waiting in the air...

O 00000000
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Appendix B

Definition: Latin noun, ncuen

Words used to name things or rersons are called rouns. Louns are

concrete and abstract, proper and comuon. P.ouns are inflected

according to tender; masculine, feainine,' and neuter; number:

singular and plural; and case: nouinetive, genitive, active, accus

ative, vocative, and ablative. There are five declensions:

a-ae, o-i, i-is, e-ei, determined by the nominative and genitive

endings.

Definition: Latin verb, verbuu

words which mean doing or being are called Verbs. The Verb is the

chief word in Latin, as in other languages (Late the stamp of the

analogist) . A Verb chanLes its form in five ways - -by voice, mood,

tense, number, and person. Voice is active and passive; moods are

indicative, subjunctive, and imperative. Tenses are present,

iresent perfect, imperfect, pluperfect, future, and future perfect.

1.uubers cre singular and plural, and persons are first, second,

c.nd third.

/11(.) these five forms of change which constitute the entire Verb

prop w, usually celled the finite verb, are to be added:

Verb for:as used as Louns: Infinitive, Gerund, Supine

Verb forus used as Adjectives: Participle, and Gerundive
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III G. A TEST TO DETERLIINE THE STUDENTIS KNOWLEDGE OF PHONOLOGY,
MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX.

FORM AND FUNCTION -- DIRECTIONS

Form A

:L person who has grown up spoaking and writing English had

a groat undorstanding of tho forms (spokon or written shapos) his

languago uses. Ho undorstands what roles throo forms can play- -

what functions they can perform in a word, in a phrase, or in a

sontonco. From form, function, cord order, and sound pattern, ho

can understand relationships botwoon words and word parts.

This is a short tost covering such understandings. You can

do wall on this test without "knowing grammar" in the school sense,

but somo of your past training may help.

Each quostion will ask you to compare throo items in a particular

way. In oach quostion, you must try to find ono which is difforont

from the othor two in tho way stated for that question. For instanoo:

Example 1. Is ono of tho undorlinud parts difforont in sound?
A. off
B. for
C. of

All are alike
Since the sounds in the underlined part of off and in for are

very much alike yet difforont from the sound in of, answer
C is "difforont" and should be marked on the anawor shoot.

Etamplo 2. Does ono of the pairs of undorlined parts show
a difforont change in function?
A. A short intermission can soom very short.
B. A thorough, examination oan bocomo vory thorough.
C. A cold shower can soom vory cold.

arc al ilk.
In the first occurrences short, thorough, and cold porform the

the samo function. Again, in tho second occurrence, short,
thavughlo and cold perform tho same function. Accordingly,
nono is adifforont" and you should mark ansaor D, "all aro

alike.

MARK YOUR ANS"JERS ON THE SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET.

Note to the teacher: Answers are provided for the benefit of the teacher.



FORM AND FUNCTION TEST, Form A

1. Is ono of tho undwrlinod parts difforont in sound?
thick

T; brothor
C. thoro
D. All aro aliko,

2. Is ono undorlinod part difforont in sound?
A. soono
B. mioo
C. aislo
D. All aro aliko.

3. Is one underlined part different in sound?
A. useful
B. unlertain
C. university
D. All are alike.

4. Is one underlined part different in sound?
A. came
B. wear
C. fair
D. All are alike.

5. Is one underlined part different in sound?
A. Church's
B. Tragg's
C. Lind's
D. All are alike.

6. Is one underlined part different in sound?
A. psychology
B. friction
C. scene
D. All are alike.

7. Is one of the underlined parts different in sound?

A. bake
B. huge
C. atar$
D. All are alike,

8. Xs one underlined partdifftrent in Boman
A. Ralph's
B. Curt's
C. Donald's
D. All are alike,

9. Is one underlined part different in sound?
A. ditch
B. which
C. pitch
D. All are alike.

104
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10. Does. one word have a different number of sounds?
A. rind
B. light
C. knoun
D. All are alilze.

11. Does one word have a different number of vowel sounds?
A.. tame
B: steam
C. I'm
D. All are alike.

12. Does one pair show a different change: in sound?
A. the ratchet was ratchoted
B. the =cord was recorded,
C. they pyramid was mramided
D. All are alike.

13. Does one pair shots no change in sound in the underlined parts?
A. consume and consumption
B. 00=2.apt and corruption
C. deduce and deduction
D. All are alike.

14. Does one pair show a different change in sound?
A. reserve and reservation
B. indent and indentation
C. condemn and condemnation
D. All are alike,

15. Does ono pair show a differont chango in accent, or stress?
A. a white board and a blackboard
B. a new lsow and a folk lam
C. a "n11 echool and a hi di school
D. All are alike.

16. Is one sontonce still unclear ovon with a comma added?
A. What are wo having for lunch, students?
B. Students, will the train schodulos change?
C. Do you think it will rain, studonts?
D. All aro alike.

17. Can ono of thoso sentonces bo punctuated in two ways?
A. Tho first purson who ontors the room will bo chairman.
B. Hy aunt who toachos school has a good sonso of humor.
C. My fathor, who stands all day at work, likos to strotch out

at home.
D. All are aliko,

16. Moos one of thoso word groups show a difforont kind of rolation-
ship
g. seldom onforcod law
B. stool su.lportod atructuro
C. vitamin onrichod milk
D. All aro aliko.
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19. Does ono of thoso word groups
lationship?

pretty girl
B. city girl
C. catty girl
D. All aro aliko,

20. Does ono of thoso word groups
lationship?
A. friendly dam,
B. noisy damE

C. 211EWASSIL
D. All are aliko.

21. Does ono of those word groups
lationship?
A. dark groom coat
B. squaro bluo soar'
C. bright rod applo
D. All aro aliko,

22. Does one of thoso word groups
lationship?
A. silvor minor
B. silvor plattor
C. silvor pitchor
D. All aro aliko.

show a different hind of ro

show a differont kind of ro

ohm a different kind of ra-

sh= a diffcront kind of ro-

23. of the undorlinod parts difforont in function?

A. The man of the hour waved happily
B. Tho girl in tho middlo smiled brightly"
C. Tho officer about six o'clock returned brioflyl
D. All aro aliko,

24. Is
A.
B.
C.

D.

25. Is
A.
B.
C.

D.

26. Is
A.
B.
C.

one of tho undorlinod ,parts difforont in funct;.on?

ray
y grni :::tieligiMery stroke.

My pon foll onto tho floor.
All aro aliko,

ono of tho undorlinod parts different in function?

spec:if:labour:to

cautias cat
martlastatuo
All aro aliko,

ono of tho underlined parts different in function?
Tho fire, fannod by tho wind, blazed wildly.
Tho golfors, caught by the storm, woro soaked.
Tho driver, shaken by tho oxporionco, soamod unablo to talk.

All ago alikoe

ono of the undorlinod parts difforont in function?
Tho y_oa thought is upsetting.
It is von z likoly to rain.
Ho is a von z friendly man.
All aro alike.
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28. Is ono of the underlined parts difforont in function?
A. the prottiost girl
B. tho m3st intblligont ansror
C. the oddost lActuro
D. All are Oak°.

29. Is ono of the undLarlined parts different in function?
A. In tho corner will be too dark.
B. Tho worst is ovor.
C. Surf boa.....rdiLal is fun.

D. All are aliko.

30. Is one of the undorlinod parts difforont in function?
A. Writing too hastily, the student can make mistakes.
B. 74titing too hastily can causo the student to mako mistakes.
C. A student writing too, hmlia can make mistakes.
D. All aro aliko.

31. Is ono of the undorlinod parts difforont in function?
A. smaller
B. makor
C. farmor
D. All are aliko.

32. Is one of those words different in formation?
A. dontal
B. rental
C. montal
D. All aro aliko.

33. Is one of the underlined parts difforont in mooning?
A. children
B. books
C. taxes
D. All aro aliko.

34. Is one of the underlinod parts different in moaning?
A. actress
B. mattress
C. address
D. All are aliko.

35. Is ono of tho sontoncos quite different in meaning?
A. quickly the car stopped.
B. The car stopped quickly.
0. Tho car quic4y stopped.
D. All aro aliko.

36. Is one of tho sontoncos quito difforont in moaning?
A. Sam brought one sandwich only.
B. Only Sam brought one sandwich.
C. Sam brought only one sandwich.
D. All are aliko.
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38. Is one of the underlined parts different in function?
A. elevate
B. moaprnizo
C. facility
D. All are aliko.

39. Does one of thoso phrases have only one moaning?
.L. teacher tost
B. salad bowl
C. modol picnic
D. All havo two meanings.

40. r-,os one of tboso headlines havo only ono moaning?
L.. Watch falls from window.
B. Chock bounces quickly
C. Sing songs loudly
D. All havo two meanings.
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FORM AND FUNCTION DIRECTIONS

Form 13

A person who has grown up speaking and writing English has a great

understanding of the forms (spoken or written shapes) his language uses.

He understands what roles these forms can play..what functions they can

perform in a word, in a phase, or in a sentence. From romp function,

word order, and sound pattern, he can understand relationships

between words and word parts,

This is a short test covering such understandings, You can do well

on this test without "knowing grammar" in the school sense, but some of

your past training may help.

Each question will ask you to compare three items in a particular

way, In each question, you must try to find one which is different

from the other two in the way stated for that question. For instance:

Example 1. Is one of the underlined parts different in, sound?
A. off
130 for
Co of
Do All are alike.

Since the sound in the underlined part in off and in for are very
much alike yet different from the sound in of, answerC is "different"
and should be marked on the answer sheet.

Example 2. Does one of the pairs of underlined parts show a different
change in function?
A, A short intermission can seem very short.
Be A thorough examination can become very name,
Co A cold shower can seem very cold.
Do All are alike.

In the first occurrence, 2=8 as2L44h, and cold perform the

same function. Again, in the second occurrence, short, thorou4h,
cold perform the same function. Accordingly, nonrrr"different"

and you should mark answer D, "all are alike."

MARK YOU! ANSWERS 011 TEE MPARI.TE AMMER fl'HEET,

Note to the teacher: Answers are provided for the benefit of the teacher.



FORM AND FUNCTION, Form B

1. Is ono undorlinod part difforunt in sound?
A. fathor
B. thin
C. then
D. All arc alike.

2. Is ono underlined part different in sound?
A. scant
B. raga

island
D. All aro aliko.

3. Is one underlined part difforont in sound?
A. under
B. united
C. wale
D. All are aliko.

4. Is ono underlined part difforont in sound?
A. bore

B. sta.D.
C. affair
D. All are aliko.

5. Is one undorlinod part difforunt in sound?
A. Beach's
B. Waftlig

C. Cobbts
D. All aro aliko.

6. Is one underlined part different in sound?
A. cbaractor
B. sent
C. action
D. All are alike.

7. Is one underlined part difforont in sound?

A. lotto
B. am
O. loy
D. All are aliko.

8. Is one undorlinod part difforont in sound?

A. Bobortla
B. Philliplg
D. Richard'!
D. All are alike.

9. Is ono undorlinod part difforont in sound?

A. witch
B. rich

C. stitch
D. All aro alike.

10. Doos one word have a difforunt number of sounds2

01 mind
B. boat
C. doubt
D. All are aliko,

no



11. Does ono word havo a different number of vowel sounds?

A. grain
B. mine
C. caso
D. All aro alike.

12. Does ono pair show a different change in sound?

The robols had robellod.

B. The tangles had tangled.

C. Tho models had modeled.

D. All are alike.

13. Does one pair show no change in sound?

A. assamo and assumption

H. lutorrupt and interruption

C. roduce and reduction
D. All are alike.

Does one pair show a different change in sound?

A. maim and rosignation
B. consumo and consomation
C. expect and expedation
D. All aro alike.

15. Does one pair show a different change in amont, or stress?

A.

B.

C.

D.

16. Is
A.

B.

C.
D.

a narrow strip and alms 11=.
a much board and a skateboard

a ra houso and a greenhouse,

All are alike.

one sontonco still unclear oven with a corona addod?

Will tho weather change, students?

Studonts, will love birds sing?

What can I use for mopping the floor, students?

All are alike.

17. Can one of thoso sentences bo punctuated in two ways?

A. The next person who opens a window will bo pushed out:.

B. My uncle who lives in Donvor is coming to soo us.

C. Wnothor, who likos surprises, will bo paLoasod with this prosont.

D. All are alike.

18. Does one of those word groups show a different kind of rolationshiii

A. well educated man
B. state supported school
C. student organized club

D. All aro alike.

19. Doos ono of thoso word groups show a difforant kind of relationship?

A. hungry boy
B. country boy

C. angry boy
D. All aro alike.

20. Does one of thoso word groups show a different kind of rolltionship2

A. modern pooplo
B. quiot pooplo
C. some people
D. All are alike.
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21. Dom; one of those word groups show a difforont kind of rolationship?
A. palo yellow dross
B. round rod applo
C. bright orange flower
D. All are aliko.

22. Does one of those word groups show a different kind of relationship?
glass blowor
glass alippor
glass stopper
All are aliko.

one of the undorlinod parts different in function?
Tho man AD. 1.4, nustacho was staring rudoly.
The two on the smE10 wore laughing merrily.
Tho fountaingiglaisagasawas splashing noisily.
All are alike.

one of the underlined parts difforont in function?
It car was out MA.
W oar ran lataikkg2A
HY car rattled gdisoramlum.
All are alike.

one of the undorlinod parts difforont tutu:notion?
wood shoos
styli a dress
loatha bolt
All are alike.

one of tho underlined parts difforont in function?
Spinning loo auicklr, the MD soon bocamo dizzy.
A man spinning 192 s0.e= can soon bocono dizzy.
Spinning too quickly can soon noko a man dizzy.
All are aliko.

one of the underlined parts different in function?
Tho ver idea excites no.
Tour answer seams ms2: unusual.
Your lax specific reason is a good one.
All are aliko.

one of the underlined parts different in function?
the kid poacoful solution
the oasigia answer
the noargal way
All are alike.

one of the underlined parts different in function?
Az yourself would b© dangerous.
Do WI is coning.
29 skating' is fun.
All aro alike.

g.
B.
C.
D.

23. Is
A.
B.

C.
D.

24. Is
A.
B.
C.

D.

25. Is
A.
B.

D.

26. Is
A.
B.
C.
D.

27 Is
A.
B.
C.
D.

28. Is

A.
B.
0.

29. Is

14

D.

30. Is
A.
B.

C.
D.

ono of the undorlinod parts difforont in function?
The rain, kum by tho wind, was frightening.
The river, confined by the cliffs, was rapid.
The kite, hill by the string, flapped madly.-
All aro alike.
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31. Is one of the underlined parts different in function?

A. smallest
B. longest
C. detest
D. All are alike.

32. Is one of these words different in formation?

A. probably
B. washablo
C. workably

33.
All are alike.
one of the underlined parts different in meaning?

A. oxon
B. papers
C. baxos
D. All are alike.

34. Is ono of the underlined parts different in moaning?

A. actress
B. fortress
C. lionoss
D. All arc aliko.

35. Is one of the following sentences quite different in moaning?

A. Slowly tho boat started.

B. The boat started slowly.
C. The boat slowly started.
D. All are alike.

36. Is one of the following sentences quite different in moaning?

A. Charley said one word only.

B. Only Charley said one word.

C. Charley said only one word.
D. All are alike.

37. Is one of the underlined parts different in function?

A. ploasantlx
B. loner
C. gentlemanly
D. All are eliko.

38. Is one of the underlined parts different in function?

A. oliminato
B. vandalizo
C. simplicity,

D. All arc aliko.

39. Does ono of those phrases have only one moaning?

A. summer vacation
B. record sale
C. monster rally
D. All have more than one moaning.

40. Does one of those headlines have only ono meaning?

A. Face wrinkles with disgust

B. Plan moves ahead.
C. Ignore books in suriraer.

D. All have roro than one moaning.


